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I. INTRODUCTION 
The application of mathematical techniques to science is for the 
purpose of creation of some model (hopefully simple) which can describe 
cause and effect relationships. In many of the physical sciences, this 
rationalization seems justified as there seems to be a simple realistic 
relationship between the dependent and the independent variable under 
study. 
However, to say that this is true in general of biological entities 
is basically wrong and it would seem, that the formulation of a mathematical 
model in such studies is generally very complicated. The basic reason is, 
of course, that biological entities are far more complex than physical ones 
and hence whatever mathematical relationship one mi^t calculate or obtain 
will tend to be rather crude and will not give a clear picture of the 
actual situation. It would then seem wiser to isolate a few factors that 
do influence a biological entity and study their interactions without the 
presence of other disturbing factors. 
Using the above mentioned criterion it would seem that the discipline 
of epidemiology always deals with one highly variable aggregate: mankind 
and an infective organism which, even in its simplest form known as the 
virus, does not conform to any regular pattern. 
In using mathematical techniques in the study of epidemiology one 
must "employ concepts which merge a great many factors into one measurable 
whole." So it is possible that one may talk about "forces of infections" 
as though they were like the "force of gravitation". One sees quite easily 
that the so called "force of infection" contains many variables, like the 
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agents of infection (such as micro-organisms responsible for the infectious 
disease), the carriers, the modes of infection, the routes of infection, 
host reaction: together -with many others some of which one is dimly aware 
of and still others of which one knows nothing. No wonder then that what 
one obtains as a mathematical result seems to be so far removed from the 
reality of the situation. Unlike a chemist or a physicist the epidemiolo­
gist is faced with situations which are more complex and he has little 
to go by. The number of biological samples are much fewer and vary among 
themselves greatly. Due to these facts, the epidemiologist is faced 
with large sample variability and needs to use statistical procedures in 
order to obtain seemingly useful results. There is always the problem of 
the difference between observed and expected results, based on some hypothe­
sized mathematical model, which may be large. These differences in turn 
will point to the inadequacy of the model and one will then proceed to 
revise it. This process has and will be continued and at each stage the 
mathematical epidemic models will reflect the advances in biological 
theory. The revision of the models and thought will continue as one's 
scientific understanding broadens in a never ending cycle. 
Over the years great men have tried to revise their thinking on the 
basis of their findings. "As in all knowledge Greece led the way with 
Hippocrates who gave examples of the inductive method of studying herd 
sickness. Five hundred years after Hippocrates, another Greek, Galen, put 
forward a theory which commanded the admiration of all educated men for 
more than a thousand years. It is in ruins today, but even the ruins are 
very imposing. Galen held the following view: that the generation of a 
herd sickness depended upon the interplay of three set factors, (a) An 
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atmospheric factor, the katastasis: (b) An internal factor, the crasis; 
(c) A predisposing or procatartic factor. By the kastastasis he under­
stands what we would call the specific factor, by the crasis what we should 
call natural susceptibility of the herd and its members, by the predispos­
ing factors what we still call predisposing factors, viz. eating and 
drinking, manner of life, and he is of opinion that the crasis and pro­
catartic factors determine the severity of herd illness. Given a particu­
lar katastasis an epidemic must arise but whether it shall be great or 
small depends on the condition of the exposed risk, their innate character 
(the crasis), their habits of life (the procatartic factor)". Greenwood 
(1932). 
Following Galen there had been no progress in the theory till the 
time of Fracastorius (15^6) who first stated the principle of "contagion 
vivium", i.e., living principle of contagion, which could spread from 
person to person. His influence on epidemiological thought was small 
and the modern history of epidemiology really began with an attempt to 
follow in the footsteps of Hippocrates. Two names closely associated are 
Bal lonius and Sydenham. The fame of Sydenham over-shadowed the works of 
Ballonius and his (Sydenham's) reputation as a pioneer of epidemiology is 
far greater than that of Ballonius. Sydenham postulated that "during 
natural periods of time, the epidemiological happenings in any stated 
area tend to exhibit peculiarities that are more or less distinctive, just 
as during the reigns of particular kings, fashion, customs, art, and 
literature tend to conform to the spirit of times, and just as during a 
protracted war do natural periods of activity seem to be marked off as 
"campaigns" .... it is believed that observation, if pursued by the 
h  
historical method over a long period of time, will show that there is a 
tendency for the periodic recurrence of like epidemic constitutions". 
(Hamer, 1928). Dr. Greenwood (1932) has commented "I think, Sydenham's 
general theory is of little value. But that does not mean he had nothing 
to teach us. What was fruitful and just was his conception of an epidemic 
succession, which if present in the minds of his predecessors, was never 
so forcibly and even magnificiently expressed as by him". 
"John Graunt a tradesman of London has a greater and substantial 
claim to the title of father of modern epidemiology than Sydenham. His 
works may be taken to mark the beginning of vital and medical statistics 
and the understanding of large-scale phenomena connected with disease and 
mortality. It is this impetus that stimulated William Farr who brought 
about the transition from philosophical to mathematical models the be­
haviour and course of epidemics". In describing empirically the outbreaks 
of smallpox in the late eighteen-thirties he (Farr) commented "the diseases 
of the epidemic class follow laws of their own; they remain stationary 
during, months, years, and as we learn from medical history, centuries; 
then suddenly rise like a mist from the earth to disappear as rapidly or 
insensibly as they came. Epidemics have furnished much matter of discus­
sion and still offer large scope for inquiry. They have been attributed 
to terrestial emanations, to the influence of the stars, to mysterious 
changes in the atmosphere, to heat, to animalcules, to deteriorated food 
and to contagion". (Greenwood, 1935). 
Following Farr's thinking were two great scientists John Brownlee and 
Ronald Ross. Each of them approached the subject from different points of 
view. Brownlee's work has been statistical and inductive whereas Ross's 
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work has been basically mathematical and of a deductive nature. 
Brownlee (1906) studied the outbreaks of two cases of smallpox and 
one of relapsing fever and the general principles to which their special 
distributions conformed. He said: "Given a certain amount of infection 
in a limited space in the midst of a uniformly distributed population, it 
seems natural to assume that the chance of any individual coming into the 
zone of infections will approximate to that of a normal probability surface 
of which the maximum corresponds to the area in infection. Further, this 
assumption being granted, if the persons infected from this source also 
infect in a corresponding manner, it follows that the derived distribu­
tions will also be a normal surface, with, however, a standard deviation 
of a great amount". 
"When a disease spreads in a city, however, there are many factors 
which make the distributions just a conjectured form to which only an 
approximation can be expected. The population of a city is not equally 
disposed; the conditions under which people live in different districts 
are not identical as regards the spread of infection, especially in regard 
to smallpox, the amount of vaccination performed among the inhabitants of 
certain parts is much less than among others. Apart from these sources of 
error, it might be thought, as the process of spread of an epidemic is 
analogous to the drawing of a number from a limited quantity, that the 
distribution would more nearly resemble that of a Pearson Type IV than 
that of the normal curve of error. This is also found to be the case in 
the large epidemic of smallpox in London during I902, and also for relaps­
ing fever in Glasgow in 1871." 
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The method was the division of the area into a nimber of squares and 
the svamnation of the number of cases in each square. As a practical 
application of this method Brownlee was able to show that the continued 
spread of smallpox from the smallpox hospitals, was unjustified and not 
in accord with the facts. 
In his studies Brownlee showed that the epidemic curves were either 
symmetrical or had, on the average, small positive skewness and concluded 
(as seen earlier) that a Pearson Type IV frequency curve would fit a 
majority of his data. He seemed to be familiar with the current hypothesis 
that the progress of an epidemic was regulated by the number of susceptibles, 
and taaewr that- direct calculation of successive generations of cases, on the 
hypothesis, led to an epidemic with negative skewness. Since he rarely 
found negative skewness in his observations on epidemics, Brownlee set up 
a hypothesis that the waxing and waning of an epidemic was primarily the 
result of a biological change in the infectivity of the organism producing 
the disease, and on this assumption en^loyed various methods of arriving 
inductively, at the epidemic equation he had obtained en^irically. 
He said "The deduction from this phenomenon is direct and complete, 
namely, that the want of persons liable to infection is not the cause of the 
decay of the epidemic. On no law of infection which I have been able to 
devise would such a cause permit epidemic symmetry. The fall must in all 
cases be much more rapid than the rise, though on the contrary, when 
asymmetry (i.e., of Type l) is markedly present, the opposite holds. We 
are therefore left to explain the cessation of the epidemic on the ground 
of loss of infectivity on the part of the organisms, or of a decrease of 
susceptibility on the part of the population. In either case the form of 
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the epidemic curve allows the rate of this loss to he more or less 
accurately measured. Dr. Farr already gave the solution as far back as 
1868. If, as he says, the second difference of the logarithms of the 
successive ordinates of the epidemic curves is constant, then it directly 
follows that the loss of infectivity of the organisms is approximately in 
the ratio given by a geometrical progression. That is, if the infectivity 
of the organism is m , and at the end of unit time is mg when g is less 
than unity, at the end of a second unit of time it will be mg^, at the 
end of a third mg , and so on." He went on to indicate that most epidemics 
came to an end long before the susceptible populations all get infected. 
On the other hand though Ross (19II) was mathematically oriented, his 
practical knowledge enabled him to overcome some of the difficulties of ob­
taining exact estimates in working out a mathematical model for the epidemi­
ology of malaria. He presented a difference equation derived from basic 
factors that characterize a htanan population at a given time. 
Ross' estimates (as modified by Lotka, 1923) were: 
b, proportion of anophelines which succeed in biting infective persons, 
s, proportion of anophelines, which having bitten infected hvimans, 
succeed in maturing parasites, 
i, proportion of malarious human population with gametes in blood 
stream, 
r, proportion of recoveries per month at instantaneous rate derived 
from Ross' assumption that 50 per cent of infected persons would 
recover in three months (Lotka's Modification), 
a, the number (per person) of different mosquitoes, per month, capable 
of carrying malaria (arbitrary value). 
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Of these constants s, i and r represent inherent biological character­
istics of the malaria Plasmodium, anopheline mosquito and human hosts. 
The value of the constant b, depends on biological characteristics of a 
particular species and environment and activities of a particular human 
population. 
Ross' basic difference equation was 
P = m^p + b^ sai (l-m^)pi^p-rm^p 
in which m^ is the proportion of the population affected with malaria in 
period n . and p is the population of the area. Hence, the number of 
cases in period n + 1 is equal to the number of cases in period n , 
plus the new cases, b^sai(l-m )m p , less the recoveries, rm p. It will 
' ^ n n ' ' n 
be noted that the expression for the number of new cases includes b 
twice, since the mosquito must bite both an infected person and then an 
uninfected person (Serfling, 1952). 
In the subsequent papers of Ross (1915) and Ross and Hudson (191?) 
they developed a more general mathematical model which was termed as the 
"Theory of Happenings" of which epidemic and endemic diseases were special 
cases. It was considered that a population was of size P , of which Z 
were affected by a disease and the remainder A not so affected. They 
supposed that a proportion hdt of the nonaffected become affected in 
every elenent of time dt , and that conversly, a proportion rdt of the 
affected became unaffected, that is, they revert in every element of time 
to the unaffected group; and lastly they supposed that both the groups 
were possibly subjected to different birth rates, death rates and immigra­
tion and emigration rates in an element of time. Under the above 
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assumijtions, they decided to study what will be the number of affected 
individuals of new cases, and the total population living at any time t. 
Let ndt, mdt, idt, edt denote respectively the birth, death, immi­
gration and emigration rates of the susceptible portion of the population 
in time dt and further let Mt, Mdt, Idt and Edt represent the birth, 
death, immigration and emigration rates respectively in the infected 
portion of the population. Then the basic equations could be written 
down as 
dP = (n-m+i-e)dtA + (N-m-I-E)dtZ (l.l) 
dA = (n-m+i-e)dtA + (N+r)dtZ (1.2) 
dZ = hdtA + (-mi-E-r)dtZ (1.3) 
dP = dA + dZ . (l.h ) 
Let V = (n-m+i-e) and V = (W-Mi-I-E). If the happening element h 
is assumed to be a constant and v = V , then the solution to the differen­
tial equation is 
X = L - (L-X^)E~^ 
z 
where x = p and L and k are functions of h, ET and r . In case 
the "happening element" h is equal to cz/P where c is an arbitrary 
constant, the differential equation yields the solution 
X = L/[i+(L/x^-l)e"^'''] . (1.5) 
in which L and k are functions of c, r, v, V and N . 
The curve of is a stajidard bell shaped curve, very similar to 
those found in epidemics. In their paper Ross and Hudson (1917) consider 
various cases, such, for example, as those in which the infectiousness of 
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a case, c, varied discontinuously or continuously as a second independent 
variable in addition to time. The cases considered led to the following 
series of curves. 
1. The steadily rising curve of an infection that gradually 
permeates the whole population. 
2. The symmetrical bell-shaped curve, 
3. The unsyrametrical bell-curve of an infection that begins with an 
epidemic and settles dowi to a steady epidemic level. 
4. The periodic curve with regular rise and fall due to seasonal 
disturbance. 
5. The more irregular curve where there is revival before the end 
of an epidemic, or where outbreaks differing in violence occurs 
at unequal intervals. 
Kermack and McKendrick (192?) have continued and enlarged the ideas 
of Ross and Hudson (191?) in relation to a homogeneous population. They 
assumed that complete immunity is conferred by a single attack, and that 
an individual is not infective at the moment that he receives the infection. 
They reached the following conclusions on the basis of their assumptions. 
1. In general a threshold density of population is found to exist, 
which depends upon the infectivity, recovery and death rates peculiar to 
the epidemic. No epidemic can occur if the population density is below 
this threshold value. 
2. Small increases in the infectivity rate may lead to large 
epidemics. Also if the population density slightly exceeds its threshold 
value the effect of an epidemic will be to reduce the density as far below 
the threshold value as initially it was above it. The critical point in 
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the epidemic at which it begins to wane is when this threshold value has 
been reached. 
3. An epidemic, in general, comes to an end before the susceptible 
material has been exhausted. 
4. Similar results are indicated for the case in which transmission 
is through an intermediate host. 
5. If the density of a particular population is normally very close 
to the threshold value it will be comparatively free from epidemics, but 
if this state is upset, either by a slight increase in population density, 
or by a slight increase in the infectivity rate, a large epidemic may 
break out. Such great sensitiveness of the magnitude of the epidemic with 
respect to these two factors may help to account for the apparently 
sporadic occurrence of large epidemics from very little apparent cause. 
The differential equation derived by Kermack and McKendrick (1927 ) 
did not have simple solutions, and although they arrived at approximate 
integral equations for comparison with survivorship curves in the experi­
mental mouse epidemics, their epidemiological conclusions were drawn from 
consideration of equilibrium conditions. From these they derived algebraic 
formulations of the relationship between the "steady state" number of 
susceptibles, the infection rate, the recovery rate and the specific and 
nonspecific death rates. 
Further deterministic work, especially associated -with measles, was 
carried out by Soper (1929), based on the hypothesis of Earner (1906). He 
conceived a community into which there is a regular flow Zdt of suscept­
ibles possessing the following three characteristics; (i) an equal 
susceptibility to a disease, (ii) an equal capacity to transmit the 
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flioeane according to a definite law, when infected, and (iii) the 
property of passing out of observation when the transmitting period is 
over. He built the model on the difference equation 
where f denotes the number of cases at time t ; f ^  denotes the O —-L 
number of cases one incubation period earlier at time t ^ and t is a 
constant defined as the "steady state" number of susceptibles when "one 
infects one". On examining a series of data on measles reported in 
Glasgow, he noted the inadequacy of his model and he revised the model. 
In the revised form he brought in an additional factor, seasonal variation 
in contact rate. His revised model is given below. 
The additional factor is the factor k proportional to the contact 
rate at time 0 , and A represents recruits to the susceptible population. 
In 1928, Dr. Wade H. Frost gave a different development of Hamer's 
hypothesis, which was not published. Frost's special contribution was the 
recognition of the fact that a susceptible would have had more than one 
contact with infectious persons though only one new case would develop. 
Consequently, the number of new cases in each generation would be 
less than that predicted by Hamer or Soper's model. According 
to Wilson (19^7), Frost let p. = -^ be the probability that any specified 
infectious person would have contact with axiy specified one of the 
susceptibles in the ith generation. Then q^ = 1-p^ is the probability 
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that a particular susceptible would not have contact with a specified 
infectious person. If there are K possible contacts that a susceptible 
could have with infectious persons, then the probability that the suscepti­
ble would escape contact is 
and the probability of one or more contacts with infectious persons is 
k. 
1 - q ^  . 
i 
If there are susceptibles in the ith generation, the expected number 
of new cases in the (i+l)th generation is 
rC.S. 
Ot+l = Sitl - «i ] 
in which k^ is assumed to be jointly proportional to and , the 
number of infectious persons and susceptibles respectively in the ith 
generation. Wilson found that by using the relationship 
1 
(l-q^)% % e ^  
Frost's equation could be simplified to the form 
J:C. 
Cl+l = ) • 
If e is replaced by a parameter^ say q , then the equation reduces to, 
=1+1 = - 1% 
Ik 
and the nianber of sxisceptibles in the (i+l) generation will be 
®i+l = ^i - ^ i+l ^ 
in which A represents the number of recruits to the susceptible 
population. With these two equations it will be possible to calculate the 
course of an epidemic. 
Wilson and Worcester (l$44) studied the models of Soper and Reed-Frost 
using integrals rather than difference equations. For this Reed-Frost 
curve, they deduced the mean, variance and the third moment. 
In the last thirty years there has been much work done in this area 
by many research workers of which Bailey and Bartlett stand foremost. A 
brief description of their works and the contributions of others will be 
presented in the next chapter in relationship with our model. 
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II. REVIEW OF CUBREM' LITERATURE, STATEMENT AND 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The more recent works on epidemiology have been studied by Bailey 
(1957), Bartlett (1955, 1956, i960), Bharueha-Reid (1957), Dietz (1966), 
Dietz and Downton (1968), Downton (1967), Foster (1955), Gani (I965), 
Haskey (1957), Kendall (1956), Siskind (1965), Severo (1969), Whittle 
(1955)5 aiid. Weiss (I965). In most of their papers they have considered 
the deterministic and stochastic models in the study of an epidemic on a 
population, using as their criterion a single rate of infection. 
For the simple epidemic model with no removal the general development 
goes along the following lines: "Infection spreads by contact between the 
members of a community, but there is no removal from circulation by death, 
recovery or isolation. Ultimately, therefore, all susceptibles become 
infected." 
Consider a population of size n + 1, in which there is initially one 
infective and n susceptibles. Let x and y represent the number of 
susceptibles and infectives respectively. Since the infected persons are 
not removed (by death or isolation) x + y = n + 1 . Suppose that the whole 
population is subject to some process of homogeneous mixing, so that the 
number of new infections occurring in time dt is pxydt where p is the 
infection rate. 
Let 
T = PT 
dx 
d? = 
= -x(n+l-x) (2.1) 
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with initial condition x = n when T = 0 . Then the solution is 
(2-2) 
n+e^ ' 
and the epidemic curve is given "by 
dx _ n(n+l)^e (-3) 
The deterministic curve with removal proceeds on similar lines. 
The basic equations are 
^ = - Pxy (2.4) 
^ = pxy - YV (2.5) 
and 
dz 
at = w (2.6) 
where x + y+ z= n+ l and z is the number removed from circulation 
by death or isolation or recovery, and y is the removal rate. 
Initially at t = 0 
X = n ; y = 1 and z = 0 . 
These equations are solved exactly and approximately (Bailey,1957). 
The stochastic model with no removal will be as follows. As in the 
deterministic theory it is assumed that initially at t = 0 there were 
n susceptibles and 1 infective. At time t the probability that s 
susceptibles are still uninfected is Pg(t). Further it is assumed that 
the whole group is homogeneously mixing such that the chance of one new 
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Infection occurring in the time interval dt is ps(n+l-s)dt , where p 
is the infection rate. The probability of more than one infection is 
o(dt). 
The possibilities in time interval dt are: 
(i) there could be no new infection, 
(ii) there could be one new infection, 
(iii) there could be more than one new infection. 
Hence 
Pg(t+dt) = [l-ps(n+l-s)dt]Pg(t) + (s+l)(n-s)p^^^(t) 
dpi (T) 
(s+l)(n-s)p^_^T (T) - s(n+l-s)p^(T) (2.7) dT V. / V /^s+1 s 
where T = pt and s = 0, ... ,n-l and further 
dp (T) 
d.T = - (2.8) 
with initial condition P^(0) = 1 . 
The solution to this equation is obtained by using the Laplace trans­
form and its inverse with respect to time. 
#(X) = J e"%(T)dT , R(X) > 0 (2.9) 
o 
C+loo 
<P(T) = ^  J e''V(X)dX (2.10) 2îti C-loo 
Applying the transformation to the above equations one obtains the re­
currence relations 
Vl r = 1,2,...,=-! (2.11) 
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and 
% - m 
00 
where s q^(\) = p*(X) = J e" p^(T)dT . The solutions are not in a 
o 
meinagable form and for n even, we give below the value of p^Cr) . In 
fact 
p (T) = E c s > i n (2.13) 
" k=l ^ 
•where 
c - (-l)^'"^(ii-2k+l)nj (n-s)J (s-k-l)J 
s J (k-l)(n-k)(n-s-k+1) 
and 
where 
(-l)°(n-2k+l)n;(n-s).' 1 ^ i 2 -, 





s J (k-l); (n-k).' (n-k-s+l).' (k-s); 
These exact expression for the probabilities Pg(T) will sufficiently 
convince us of the complexities one inevitably runs into even in the very 
simplest type of epidemic process. 
In the stochastic model with removal the equations can be developed.in 
a similar manner. Let p^g(t) be the probability that there 
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are r infectives and s susceptibles at time t. Let p and y be 
the infection and removal rate^ respectively. Further let y/P = and 
T = pt. Then by the same arguments as before one arrives at the equations 
<ip^s(T)/dT = (8+l)(r-l)Pp_^^g^^(T) - r(s+<p)p^g(T) + (p(r+l)p^^]^^g(T) (2.16) 
and 0<r+s<n+a 0<s<n 0<r<n+a with initial condition 
p^^(O) = 1. The solution to the above equation has been obtained indepen­
dently by Gani (1965), Siskind (19^5) and also by Severo (1967). 
Both Gani and Siskind proceed along the same lines up to a particular 
point and then branch off to obtain their respective solutions. They 
introduce the probability generating function 
jr(z,w,t) = 1 (2.17) 
into the differential-difference equation and obtain the following second 
order partial differential equation. 
i = i 
with initial condition 
Tt{z , -w ,0)  = z \ ^  . 
n 
Rewriting jt(z,w,t) (as being equal to) f^(w,t) (2.19) 
n+a-r 
where f (w.t) = Z w p (t) and substituting it in the second order 
r ' s=o rs 
partial differential equation, it reduces to a first order partial differ-
•y* 
ential equation. Equating the coefficients of z on the right and left 
hand side, the following equations are obtained. 
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= — C (n+(p)w—(pjôf^/â'W (2.20) 
and 
ôf 3f 
ôf^/ôt = w2(rfl) —- ((rHp)w-(p) ^  . (2.21) 
r=0,l,...,n-l 
At this point Siskind proceeds by direct recursive integration of f^(-wt). 
Whereas, Gani introduces the Laplace Transforms 
03 
F^(w,s) = J e~® f^(w,t)dt (Re(s) > O) (2.22) 
o 
and reduces the first order partial differential equation to 
9F . 9F 
sF^(w,s) = •H^(iH-l) ^ - ((r+(p)w-<p) ^  r = 0,l,...,n-l 
(2.23) 
ÔF 
sF^(w,s) - w = - ((n+(p)w-(p) — . 
He integrates these equations consecutively starting with F^(-w,s). Gani 
claims that both these methods involve a good deal of untidy algebra and 
his present approach (I967) may simplify the solution while at the same 
time clarifying the structure of the process. The procedure is as follows. 
The equation 2.23 is written in matrix form as 
A(w) II + sF = s^ (2.24) 
where F(w,s) and E column vectors whose transposes are F'(w,s) 





- 2w^ ( l+<p)'W-(p 
<pW-<p— 
(2.25) 
Now F(W,S) is expanded in a Taylor series as 
F(w,s) = F(0,s) + wF(l)(0,8) + I? F(2)(0,8) + ... + F(°**)(0,s) 
(2.26) 
with the series terminating with the term involving the (n+a)th derivative 
of F(W,S) at w = 0. One can now eagres s all higher derivatives in terms 
of F(0,S). In fact 
n+a ^ , n+a 
(2.27) 
where { . indicates the truncated (n+l) x (n+l) matrix of the first 
(n+l) rows and colmins and further where 
^[1pS^\o) + si} l(i-l) 4(2)0 2<p 
0 
(2.28) 
Example; Gani's method is illustrated in the following 
two-person family epidemic. 
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0 s 0 0 (P 
1 0 0 0 
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<p/s (l+(p)-S ) 
2(^/s ) (2(^s ) (l+</>f s ). 
The full solution is the two-person epidemic may be obtained by taking 
only the appropriate parts of the upper left (2x2) matrix in 
{l + wBq  + w^/2.'B^Bq3<P^'^^ where , 
Finally, one obtains 
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F{-vr , s )  =  










Severo (196T) has two theorems on the solutions of the differential dif­
ference equations and he appeals to these two theorems in order to solve 
for the equations 2.7. We quote his two main theorems below^ without 
proof. 
Theorem 1 Let X(0) = a , and for t > 0 let X'(t) = BX(t), 
where (i) b(i,j) = 0 for i - j > 2 , and (ii) for each i G , 
b. = b. for at most one j e I and j / i . Then X(t) = C e(t) , where IT " n ' A,  '  '  
0 ; i < j 
ay 1 = J = 1 
C(ij) = ^b(i,i-l)[c^(i-l,j)Ô3_(b^-b.) - C2(i-l,o)ôJ(b^-b.) 
+ Cgfi-ljjjô^Cbj-bgyt , i > J 
i-1 
, i = ô > 1 
Theorem 2 If x(0) = a , X'(t) =BX(t) for t > 0 , and if 
• • I l  I I "  fL» ^ •' — ^ 
for every pair of integers a < p such that b^ = b^ we have either 
(i) b(Q:+y,a) = 0 for v = l,...,p-a , or (ii) b(p,j) = 0 for 
j = a,...,3-1 , then X^t) = Ce{t) where 
2k 
/ 0 ; i < j 
^ i — J — 1 
C(i,3) < § b(i,u)c(u,j) , i > j 
\ 
No matter what each of them claims to have showed, one notes that in 
all these papers, the solutions are based on the assumption of only single 
homogeneously mixing groups with a rate of infection. Haskey (1957) and 
Rushton and IVÈLunter (1955) have considered slightly different models. 
Haskey in fact deals with a much more difficult case of two groups with 
cross infection and Rushton and Maunter have considered deterministic models 
in which there are communities with different rates of infection between 
communities and difference cross-infection rates. However, the problem 
which is of interest and which has yet to be dealt with is the problem of 
different rates of infection within the same homogeneously mixing community. 
We grant that communities living within a city will certainly have differ­
ent rates of infection as compared to those outside the city, but the more 
important aspect will be the consideration of different rates of infection 
within the same community due to biological or other reasons. 
To substantiate our statements we quote below a few instances of 
communicable diseases of man from a wide variety of epidemics when there 
should and ou^t to be different rates of infection within the same 
community, depending entirely on the nature of the malady. 
(i) Enterobiasis (Pirororm or Threadworm infection): Susceptibility 
is universal. Differences in incidence and intensity of infection are due 
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to differences in the frequency of exposure. There is no apparent re­
sistance to repeated infections. 
(ii) Malaria: Susceptibility is universal but there is some racial 
resistance to certain species. Some relative immunity appears to follow 
repeated attacks of the disease, presumably because the immunity finally 
covers all the local strains of the species involved; these attacks 
confer no immunity to infection with another species of Plasmodium, and 
only slight immunity to another strain of the same species. 
(iii) Mononucleosis, Infectious (glandular fever); Susceptibility 
apparently general, but greatest among children and young adults. Mild 
unrecognized cases probably occur. The degree of immunity conferred by an 
attack is undetermined. 
(iv) Pemphigus Neonatorum (impetigo of the newborn): Susceptibil­
ity in infants and particularly the new born are highly susceptible. 
Immunity does not follow an attack. 
(v) Pertussis (Whooping cough): Susceptibility is general; there 
is no natural immunity. Children under seven years of age are most sus­
ceptible to attack. One attack confers a definite and prolonged immunity, 
although second attacks occur. Fatality is higher in females at all ages 
than in males. 
(vi) Poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis): Susceptibility is 
general; has a higher attack rate in males than in females at all ages, 
the excess being less marked at older ages than in children. 
(vii) Trachoma: Susceptibility is general in all races of mankind. 
The disease occurrs more frequently in children than in adults and affects 
females more than males. It appears more often in persons of unclean 
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personal habits and in persons vhose eyes are irritated by exposure to sun, 
wind and sand. Natural or acquired immunity has not been demonstrated. 
Taylor and Knowelden (1957) have stated that "sex differences in 
incidence may possibly arise as a result of any of the anatomical and 
physiological factors concerned in the defense of the body against 
microbial invasion, although this aspect is largely conjectural. Evidence 
has been brought forward to support the possibility that sex hormone im­
balance may influence the susceptibility to paralysis in poliomyelitis. 
The greater frequency of the enteric carrier state in females is doubtless 
conditioned by the physiological differences that render women more prone 
to cholelithiasis than men. 
It is noteworthy that the two infectious diseases showing a male 
excess of incidence at all ages are both infections of the central nervous 
system, poliomyelitis and meningococcal infection, which suggests that the 
nervous system of males is more susceptible to attack than that of females. 
The incidence of menigo-encephalitis in mumps is higher in males than 
f males, and mortality from encephalitis also shows a male excess." 
Whatever be the reasons, we have illustrated cases of infectious 
diseases some of which there are excess male-susceptibility, others in 
which excess female susceptibility, still others in which the young are 
more susceptible and so on. These we believe clearly indicates the 
necessity for more realistic models which take into account the dif­
ferent rates of infection within a single homogeneously mixing community. 
Gart (1968) and I have worked on the deterministic models with two 
kinds of susceptibles independently of each other. Our models proceed on 
similar lines to begin with, and then branch out differently. Gart has 
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obtained certain bounds and presented an application of the model in the 
study of the epidemics of yaws. 
Our model based on the two kinds of susceptibles and the subsequent 
development of the theory are presented in the next chapters. 
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III. DETEEMHTISTIC THEORY WITH TWO KIEDS OF SUSCEPTIBLES 
A. No Removal 
Let us consider a population consisting of n susceptibles and one 
infective at the starting point of the epidemic i.e., at time t = 0 . 
It is further assumed that the number of susceptibles n could (and will) 
be divided into Groups I and II, such that Groups I and II will consist of 
and n^ susceptibles respectively. Further, we shall assume that the 
n^ susceptibles in Group I are more susceptible to the epidemic than the 
Hg susceptibles of Group II. Let x and y be the total numbers of 
susceptibles and infectives at time t . Now x = x^ + x^ where x^ and 
Xg are the numbers of susceptibles in Group I and II, respectively, at time 
t . Let and Pg be the rates of infection in the two groups. Let us 
further suppose that the whole population of n + 1 persons are subjected 
to a process of homogeneous mixing and that the infection can pass only 
from the infected to uninfected persons. 
We have 
X + y = n + 1 for all t 
and initially at t = 0 , x = n and y = 1 
As in the theory for one kind of susceptible, we have 
1 (3.1) dt 
(3.2) 
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since x = we have 
g = - [@1^^ + I32(x-%i)]y 
= - • 
Let T = Pgt and (p = p^/pg , where, hy hypothesis ^ > 1 . We then may 
write 
^ = - [(<p-l)x^ + x]y . (3.3) 
From equation 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain 
dx, 
dx^ " (^1/^2) 
dx^ X 
which gives 
x^ = ax^ . (3.^) 
Thus, if x^ = n^ and x^ = n^ when t = 0 
a = n^/n^ 
Now equation 3.^ may be written as 
<P 
axg = X - Xg 
= x[l-^] . 
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Therefore 
log ax^ - log X + log(l - —) 
X 
log ax^ - log X = - - -g — + ... 
^ X x2 
=2 =2 
The quantity — is small, — is still smaller and can be ignored. 
^ 2%^ 
Therefore, 
<P -, *2 log ax^ - log X = - — 
^2 
x^ = ax^ = xe * (3.5) 
low let us consider the equation 3.2 i.e., 
— = - XgCn+l-x^-Xg) 
= - x„(n+l-ax^-x ) . (3.6) 
2' 2 2 
For <p = 2 this can be easily solved as follows 
dx 
ST = + ^2 -
= -2^ + 
= ax2(x2-X)(x2-n) 
where \ and |J. are the real roots of the quadratic equation 
x| + ^  - = 0 . Further X and \i satisfy 
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(i) \ + [1 
and (ii) = n+1 
ITow 
dx, 
^ = adT 
aXgCXg-XjlXg-u) 
can be put in the form 
(é- + = adT (3.7) 
Xg-X Xg-n 2 
where 
(iii) AXu = 1 
(iv) A + B + C = 0 
(v) A(X+1-L) + B|i + CK = 0 . 
The solution of equation 3.7 is 
A log Xg + B logfXg-X) + C logCxg-iJ.) = ar + D 
where D is a constant, which is evaluated with initial conditions i.e., 
Xg = ng when T = 0 . The value of the constant D = log n2(ng-X)^(n2-fi)'^. 
Hence the complete solution of equation 3.7 is 
X2(Xg-X)®(xg-|j.)^ = ng(ng-\yB(ng_^)Ce&T . (3.8) 
We can obtain the value of x^ from the relationship x^ = ax^ and hence 
obtain the value x for different values of T. 
1. Method i (Approximate) 
As we have seen, equations 3.1 and 3.2 are not easy to handle. 
Furthermore the ratio of the rate of infection <p may not be an integer 
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and even if it is one may still not be able to solve the differential 
equation. 
At this point it would seem that if could be approximated by a 
function of x and substituted into equation 3.3 we might be able to solve 
the differential equation 3.3 and obtain a reasonably good approximate 
solution. Towards this end let us approximate x^ by a function of x , 
bearing in mind that when x = n then x^ = n^ and when x = 0 then 
x^  = 0. 
The simplest approximation that could be thought of is a linear re­
lationship such as x^ = fx + g . Using the given conditions it would 
seem that we require 
as the function. However, the implication of 3.9 is that at any given time 
the ratio of susceptibles in Group I to the total number of susceptibles is 
a constant. This is rather hard to accept and we should discard the 
approximation. 
Let us now consider the next order of approximation, a quadratic 
function 
Using the conditon that when x = 0 , x^^ = 0 implies that h = 0 . Thus, 
n. 
(3.9) 
x^ = fx^ + gx + h . 
x^ = fx^ + gx . (3.10) 
At t = 0 
x^ = n^ and x = n 
n^ = fn^ + gn . (3.11) 
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Using the resoolt of equation 3.5 in 3.10 we obtain 
xe = fx^ + gx 
so that if xg=0,x^0,g=l. Equation 3.11 now implies that 
n.-n 
f = ^ . 
Hence, the function is 
x^ = fx^ + X (3.12) 
where 
n 
f : = - — . 
n^ 
Substituting 3.12 in equation 3.3 we obtain 
^ = - [<p-l) (fx^+x) + x]y 
= - Cf((p-l)x^ + <px]y 
= - x(n+l-x)[f((p-l)x+<p] . (3.13) 
Let f(<p-l) = - o: ; n+1 = p and = Y • Then 
 ^= QX(P-X)(X+Y) 
dx 
XO-X) (X+Y) " 
A log X - B log(p-x) + C log (X+Y) = OT + k 
where k is a constant to determined by the initial conditions and 
APY = 1 
B - A - C = 0 
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{ç>"y)A + By + Cp = 0 
Hence, the final equation is 
= Aïïilf e" . (3.11») 
(p-x) (p-n) 
Even this equation is not easy to handle but for various values of (p , n^ 
and n^  one can compute the values of x for given values of T . 
B, Bounds for the Deterministic Curve 
(i) In order to obtain the lower bound, we use the fact 
< X for all T 
[(<p-l)x^ + x]y < [(<p-l)x + x]y = <pxy since y > 0 
dx 
— = - [(^l)x^ + x]y > - (pior 
dx Now > - (pdT and therefore > - <p(n+l)T + log G where G 
is a constant and is evaluated with initial conditions. This leads to 
• (3.15) 
n+e^^ ' 
(ii) For the other bound, we consider two cases. 
Case a; Now 
g = - + Xgly 
= - [# - (<p-l)Xg] y . 
By assumption <p > 1 and hence the lowest value of <p is 1 
dx 




This "bound is the largest upper bound for our equation. 
g = - [(px - ((p-l)Xg Case b; We have ^ PC x ]y . Now x (T) < n , 
hence 
Since 
Thus, we see that 
^ < - [<px - (^l)ng]y . 
y = n + 1 - X 
^ < - [<px - (<p-l)n ](n+l-x) 




(x - ^ ^n^y^i+l-x) < k Exp - {(p(n^+l) + n^h 
where k is to be determined by initial conditions. Hence 
I - (^)n, + n, 
n-H-x 5 — - Wyl) + "sÎT 
and 
(^)np + (n+1) ^  ^ Exp -{(p(n^+l) + n } 
x(T) < -SO—2 1 L. = p(t) . 
1 + —jp Exp -l(p(n^+l) + n^jT 
(3.17) 
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As can be seen in Figures 1, 2, and 3 and also from the inequality 
3.17, the upper bound unf ortunat ely becomes asymptotic at 
for lower values of x it turns out to be a very poor upper bound. We 
therefore considered the possiblity of drawing a tangent from some point 
(T^ , F(T^)) on the curve F(T) and decided to use the infimum of the 
curve F(T) and the tangential line given by 
Y(T) = Y(TG) + F'(T^ )(T-T^ ) 
to be the upper bound for X(T) . As a start point we considered the point 
of inflexion of the curve given by Tq  = — log (—— ) and 
ng+fn+l) 
F(Tq) = . In Figure 1, the tangent from this point cut the 
true curve between the X(T) value of 1 and 2. Hence, we felt that a 
point given by (T. ,F(T^ )) would be better, where, 
A. A 
\ ' - 9(n^+l)+ng ' 
and 
F(T^) = •|-[(n+l)\ + (^^-)ng(2-X)] 0 < \ < 1 . 
By trial and error an empirical value of \ was found to be one fourth. 
This value was good for the some situations. However, for populations with 
n^ very large and n^ extremely small, the infimum of the tangential line 
and the curve F(T) was very poor as in Figure 5 and in fact the infimum 
o f  F(T)  a n d  — w a s  t h o u g h t  t o  b e  m u c h  b e t t e r  a s  i n  F i g u r e  2. 
n+e^ 
Hence, the general rules for the bounds are as follows. 
(i) If ng < n^ ; then the bounds are 
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where 
< *) < "M 
U(T) = inf. {F(T) , y(T)} 
T > 0 
and y(T) = y(T^) + F'(T^) (T - T^) . 
(ii) If n^ » n^ , then the bounds are 
where W(T) = inf. [F(T) , • -
T > o n+e^ ' 
(iii) If ng « n^ , and n^ < 1 . Then the bounds are 
"(nllL < • 
n+e^ 
Figure 4 illustrates the situation of the bounds as presented in iii. 
C. The General Case with Both Infection and Removal 
Suppose we have a population of total size n consisting at time t 
of susceptibles in group 1, susceptibles in group 2, y infectives 
and z individuals who are isolated, dead or recovered and immune to the 
disease. 
Now X + y + z = n where x = x^ + x^ and at t = 0 
= xj°^ , Xg = x(°),y = Yq and z = 0 . 
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Let and be the infection rates and let y be the removal rate. 
The basic equations are 3.1, 3.2, and 
g = + PgXgY - w (3.18) 
and 
S - W . (3.19) 
Let and Ç>^/y = (p^ . Dividing equations 3-1, 3.2 and 3.19 we 
obtain 
dx^ 
âT - - % (3-2°) 
and 
dx, 
dr = "V2 • (3.21) 
Solving equations 3.20 and 3.21 we obtain 
and 
Hence 
_ ,(0)^-%LZ + ^(0)^-<P2Z • 
2 X = x£ 'e + XA e 
Substituting this value in equation 3.19 we obtain 







dt = Y[n-xj°^ z((^xj°L (pgx(°)- 1) - f- (<)^xj°^+ ) ] 
= - ). ^ 0)).^ . 
Let a = I (<^x^°^+ <p|x^°^ ) , 
(p xj°^ + (pgX^^)- 1 2(n-x(°) - x(°)) 
<p = -AJ: £_£ and \ = i 
(P§K(°) ,pgx<0)+ (Pgx(°) 
Hence 
^ = -a[z2 - Z(pz - \] . (3.23) 
Consider the discriminant of the quadratic form - 2(pz-X , which is 
+ X); since X is positive, this quantity is also positive. Hence, 
the roots of the quadratic form are real. The differential equation 3.23 




= -a[(z^-^)^ - (<p^+X)] . 
—=- = - adt 
(zHp •"V<P^+x) ( z-<p + |/<P^+X) 
1 ^ ^ 1 dz = - adt 
2 y\j(p^+% z-(p- V(p^+X z-ç>f V^+X 
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By integration, we obtain 
log = - 2a y<p^+X t + log k 
z-ç>f V^+X 
where k is a constant to be determined, by initial conditions i.e. z = 0 
when t = 0 . Hence, 
2-<^V^ ^ 2aV(p2+X t) . 
z-<pt- fjifF+X (p-
Therefore 
z{(<p- //(p^+X) - (</X- V<P^+X) Exp(- 2a /\/<p^+X t)} 
= (<)>f J(p^+X) (<p- Vga^+X) + X Exp[- 2a V<P^+X t] 
and the final solution is " 
2(t) %[acp(-2a.</^ t) - 1] (3.:*) 
-|/<p^+X) - ((p^+^/i^+X) Exi>(-2aV<p^+X t)] 
From equation 3.24 it follows that 
z(œ) = ^ 
<p -
= V(p^+X + (p . (3.25) 
Since the total mmber removed cannot exceed n , we have 
^(Çp+\ + (p < n 
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IV. STOCHASTIC MODEL WITH TWO KIKDS OF SUSCEPTIBLES 
A. No Removal 
Consider a population of size n + a where there are n^ suscepti­
bles of the first and n^ of the second kind and a infectives. Let 
p (t) be the probability that at time t there are r infectives and 
Sg^ and Sg susceptibles of the first and second kind, respectively. 
Let us consider the time interval (t,t + dt). In this time interval 
the probability of one new infection is p^^rs^dt + o(dt) if it comes from 
the first kind and is Pgrs^dt + o(dt) if it comes from the second kind 
and the probability of more than one new infection is o(dt). 
In this time interval i.e., t and t + dt 
(i) There could have been no new infection. 
(ii) There could have been one new infection either from the first 
or second kind. 
(iii) There could have been more than one new infection. 
Wow r4-s^4-Sg = n^ + ng+a = n+ a for all t and, at t = 0 , 
r = a , s^ + Sg = n, where = n^ and s^ = n^ . 
From the statements i, ii and iii, we have 
+ (r-l)(Sg4.1)Pgdt . Ct.l) 
kl 
Let = P and p^t = T 
= -p rSiPy_s^_s^(T) - rSgPr s^ s^Cr) 
+ (^^-DC^l^'PI'r-l.s^+l.SgC^) + (r-l)(s2+l)Pr_i.s^.s^^(T) 
+ (s2+L)2R-l.Si.S2+l(T)] ' 
Let Tos introduce the generating function 
ît(z,w,v,T) = Z jz|,jwj,|v{, <1 (4.3) 
with initial condition 
:n:(z,w,v,0) = (4.4) 
into equation 4.2. It follows that 
If = A; + iftî • (^-5) 
This is a linear partial differential equation of the second order and it 
is of the parabolic form. The equation is intractable. Hence, we are left 
with studying the original equation. A motivation for looking at it in 
this manner is due to Normazi Severo (19^7) who has stated, "the methods of 
solution involve solving a corresponding partial differential equation, 
whereas we deal directly with the original system of ordinary differential 
difference equations. " We decided to go back one more step and study the 
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original equation relating to the probabilities and their rates of 
infection. Instead of looking at a change in the epidemic at the time be­
tween t and t + dt, we decided to study the change in discrete units of 
time, such as, for instance, the between times t and t + 1, where 
t = 0,1,... . We consider this to be valid as we are always considering 
changes that occur in a day or week or perhaps even a month for the spread 
of the epidemic. Hence, using discrete units of time instead of a con­
tinuous scale is not wrong; in fact, we believe this gives a far more 
accurate picture than if a continuous time scale were used. 




Now consider when r = 1, = n^ and Sg = n^ ; then 
For t = 0 
1 1 ""2 S^-^l.n^.n^ (0) .  (4.8) 
By assumption p. (O) = 1 so that 
(4.9) 
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Hence, by substitution we obtain 
We have now proved Theorem 1 below. 
Theorem 1 Under the stated conditions of our model the 
probability that the epidemic will not start in time t is equal to 
(l-Pin^-PgUg) . 
Corollary; The probability that the epidemic will spread in 
time tends to one. 
Proof: The probability that the epidemic will not spread is 
:Pl.n^.ng(^) = • 
Now 
Lt. P, (t) = . Lt. (1-p n-pn -> 0 
t ->00 '*2 t -V-oo 
which proves the corollary. 
B. The Derivation of the Probabilities of an Epidemic in 
which a Population is of Size Four 
We have obtained on page 48 that 
( t )  
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We will try and solve the above equation for a particular value of 
the population size. Let us consider a population of size 4. At t = 0 , 
r = 1 , s^ = 2 and s^ = 1 . We are interested in obtaining solutions 
of p (t) for varied values of r , and s . 
r # 8 2 ^ »  8 2  _L Ù 
(i) When r = 1 , Sg = 2 and s^ = 1 we obtain 
(ii) When r = 2 ; (^1 % g) or (^1 ~ J) . 
Let us consider the case r = 2 , s^ = 2 and Sg = 0 . 
92.2.o(t+l) = (l-4fï)92.2.o(t) * Pfl.Z.l'*' * ' 
For t = 0 , we have 
P2.2.o(l) = %.2.l(°) = ^2 • 
For t = 1 , we have 
22.2.0(2) " (l-^Pi^Pg.g.of^-) ^2^1.2.1^^) 
= (l-4p^)pgp^ g^^(O) + ' 
For t = 2 , we have 
22.2.0(3) (l-4p^)p2 2 0(2) + ^ 2^1.2.1^2) 
= 2 ^ (0) + ^2^1.2.1(2) 
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" ^^1) + (l-4pi)2pi 2 1(0)] . 
Hence, •we conjecture that 
P2.2.o(t) - Pz • Pl.2.l(r) C*-^) 
Proof; This has been found to be true for t = 3 . Let us 
assume it to be true for some value of t, say m, 
m-1 ^ 
^2.2.0^™^ " ^2 r=o^^"^^l^ • %ï.2.l(^') ' 
Now from the original equation 
l'2.2.o('*l) ' (^-^Pl)F2.2.o('°) ^2^1.2.it") • 
Substituting the conjectured value of Pg ^ ^ (m) results in 
P2.2.o("+i) =»--^Pi)CP2ri^^-''Pi>°"'""\.2.i(=^" + EA.2.IW 
= P2 1.2.l('^' • 
Thus, if it's true t = m, then.it's true for t = m + 1 and so on. it's 
true for t = 3, therefore, it's true for all values of t > 1 . Hence, 
^2.2.0^^^ ^2 r=o^^"^^l^ • ^ l.S.l^^) • 
Similarly it will be found that 
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(111) For 1- = 3 rr^ (^1 : J) or (®1 % °) . 
Now let us consider the first case i.e., r=3 , s^=l and 
0 . 
= (i-3Pi)P3,i,o(t) + ^ PiP2,2,o(^) + 
^3.1.0^^^ " ^^1^2.2.0^^^ ^^2^2.1.1^^^ 
^3.1.0(3) = (1-3Pi)^PIP2.2.0^^^ ^^^2.1.1^^^^ 
^^1^2.2.0^^^ ^^2^2.2.1(2) 
= ^PiCPg.g.ofz) + (1-3^1)^2 2. 
292^2^.1.l(^) ^ 
= ^PiCPg.g.O^^) (l-3P2}P2^2.o(^)] 
2^2^92.l.l(^) (^^3^1)92.1.1.(^)] • 
^3.1.o(^) ^  (l-3Pi)P2.2.o(^))] 
^^2'-^2.1.1^^^ (l-3Pl)92.1.l(^)} ^^ï?2,2.o(3) 
= 4Pi[22.2.o(3) "*• (1-392)22.2.o(^) "*" (l-3p2^2p2.2.o(^)] 
2^2^92.1.1(3) ^  (l-3Pi)P2,1^(2) + (1-3PI)^2.1.I(^)^ • 
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Hence 
P2.2.o(^) ' ^2.1.1^^^ ' 
(4.13) 
Similarly for the case r = 3 , s^ = 0 and s^ = 1 , we have that 
23.0.1(^+1) = (l-3P2)22_o i(t) + ZPiPg.l.lft) ^^2^2.0.2^"'^) 
Hence 
23.0.l/t) " ^^1 rEl(l"3P2) " 22.1.1(f) • (^-l^) 
Finally let us consider the case r = 4 for which s^ = 0 and Sg = 0 
" ^^1^3.l.O^"^"^) 3^^93.0.1/^"^) t > 3 . 
Since for t < 3 the probabilities are zero. 
Pk.o.o^t) = 3^123.1.0(^-1)+ 39223.0.1(^-1) 
= SPlCtPl • 92.2.o(') + =^2 
= /Il + (1-3PJ"-'" 
. (1-29^-2^2)2^1-1 + (l-SPgjt-S-r . (I_2pi-2p2)r-l-i](l_2p^-p2)\. 
?3.0.l(t) = • P2.1.l(r) 
= '•PÎ lii Is^i-3P2)*'^"' • (i-2ei-2e2)^'^"^(i-2Pi-p2)^ 
5^ 
P3.1.o(t) = '•Pi • P2.2.o(r) + %2 
• 92.1.l(r) 
. (i-sp^-pg)"-
22.1.l(t) - "Pi 
P2.2.o(t) - @2 riofl-'^Pl'''"^"'' • (l-SPl-Pz)^ 
2l.2.l(t) = (^-^^1-^2)* • 
C. Derivation of the Moments for a Population 
of Size Four 
Let us define the following 
^1 0 0^^) ~ îiiean of the infectives at time t . 
1^0 2 gft) = mean of the susceptibles in Group 1 at t . 
HQ 0 ^(t) = mean of the susceptibles in Group 2 at t . 
1 o("t) = covariance of infectives and susceptibles of Group 1 at t . 
1^0 2 2^^) = covariance of susceptibles in Group land susceptibles in 
Group 2 at time t . 
Hi Q 2('^) = covariance of infectives and susceptibles of Group 2 at time 
t . 
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Hg 0 0^^) ~ variance of infectives at t . 
Hq q gft) = variance of susceptibles of Group 1 at t 
1^0 Q gCt) = variance of susceptibles of Group 2 at t 
° * 3P3_o ]/t) + 3iy_2o^(t) 
V(i-2Pj^-2e2)*'^"'' • (1-291-^2)' + 3[49ie2 À &> 
+ Sttpf . (l-2P]^-2Pg)'-^-^ . (l-zp^-pg)^] 
+ t[i2p^pg hi + (1-3;^)*"^"' 
= (I-2P1-P2)* + %2 & . (I-2P1-P2)'' 
+ tPi V(i-2Pj^-2g2)*'^"'. (i-2e^^-eg)'' 
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t-2 r-1 t-2-r \r-l-i 
+ i5o«^-3Pi) • 
t-2-r 
. (1-29^-2^2)^-1-1 + (l-3p2)^"^"^(l-2Pi-p2)^"^"^^(l-2Pl-92)^ t-2-r/ \r-i-li 
= lPi_2 .^ct) + 4?2.2.o(t) + i 
9P3.1.o(t) + ^3.0.1^^^ ' (4.17) 
tJ"i n n(t) 1.0.0^"^ = + %.2.2.0(^) + ^ 2.1.l(^) + 3P3_i,o(t) + 3P3,o,i(t) 
+ ^Pk.o.oft) 
Now 
+ ^ 3.o.i(^) + i%o.o(t) 
+ 49l.2.l(t) ' P2.2.o(t) + 4Pl.2j(t) ' 92.1.l(t) 
^^1.2.1/^)^3.0.1/^)+ ^^1.2.1^2.1.0 GPi 2.1(^)24.o.o(t) 
•*• ^^2.2.0(^)^2.1.1^^) 1^92.2.o(t) • Sy.l.c/t) 
•*• 1^92.2.0(^)23.o.l/t) + l^p2.2.o(t) • P^.O.O^t) 
•*• 1^2.1.1^"^^ • 23.1.o(t) i%P2.i.i(t) • sy.o.ift) 
•*" 1^^2.1.1^'^) • Z^.o.O^t) + 1^^3.1.0^"'^) • Ps.O.l^t) 
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^ • ^3.1.0^"^^ q ^(t) 
^^94.0.0(^)^4.o.o(^) " ^ ^1.2.1^^^ * ^2.2.0^"^^ " ^ 9l.2.l(t) 
• 22.1.l(t) ' ^1.2.l(''^)^3.1.0"^^1.2.l('^)^3.0.l('*^) " ^ '9l.2.l(t) 
• P^.O.O^t) " GP2,2.o(t) ' Pg.l.lft) - l%P2.2.o(t) • 
"^2.2.o(^) * Sy.O.l/t) " - ^^2.1.1^^^ 
• ' ^^2.1.o('^) • 23.0.l(t) - ^ ^^2.1.1^"'^^ * 9k.0.0(t) 
" lG23.i.o(t) • Bg.o.lft) - • P^.o.oft) 
" ^ ^23.o.i(t) • P^.o.o^t) • 
It follows that 
U^.O.O^t) < "3.1 + ^ S2.2.o(t)P2.2.o(t) + ^ Q?.!.!^*). ï'2.1.1^"'^^ 
5^3.1.0^^^^3.1.0^"'^^ 0.1^^^.0.1^"^^ • — . 
•"^H.o.o^^H.o.o^^) • (^'18) 
^'o.i.o(t) = & jPijk(t) = (^4.o.o(t) 4. (^3 0 i(t) + lP3,i,o(t) 
•*" ^^2.1.1^"^^ ^2.2.0 2Pi 2.l(t) 
" ^Pl.2.l(^) ^2.2.0^^^ ^P2.1.l(t) + lP3.l.o(^) • (^.19) 
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^6.2.0 = + kP2.2.o(t) + Î2.1.1<*' + 23.1.o(t) 
'^0.2.o'^' '^0.2. 
" ''®i.2.i'*' * ''^2.2.0'*' * ®2.ia'*' * ^ 3.1.0'*' 
- P'ï'î.a.i'^' + 42|.2.o(t)+P|.i.i(t) + Ï3.1.0<*' 
+ 82l.2.l(t)P2.2.o(t) + + tPi.2.i(t)P3.i.o(t) 
+ '*I'2.2.o(*) • 92.1.l(t) + kP2.2,o(t)P3.1.o(t) 
° 4P2.2.0(*)*2.2.0^*^ * ^ 2.1.l'^'®2.1.l'^' 
92.1.o(t)93.1.o(t) - 8Pl.2.l(t)22.2.o(t) " '•5l.2.1<*^Ï2.1.l'*' 





Ui.l.o(t) " 2.l(t) + ^'^2.2.0 ^  ^ .IPg.l.l/t) 
+ S'lPg.i.oft) • (4.22) 
^.l.O^""^) " ^1.1.0 • ^1.0.0 • ^.1.0 " ^ l,2.l(^) ^92_2.o(t) 
^ ^ 2.1.1^"^^ 3P3.1.o(^) ''((^1.2.l('^) 2&2.2.o(t) 
(»)°'2'2dzT - -
(i)t'°'Ea • (%)t'z'^d9 - (i)OT£d • (^)^-2-tdi - -
. (qjO-I-Et . (^)0-T-%j + 
(qj0'3'%b(%)0'Z'3dZ + 
(îz-n) • - (,)0'r%(,)T'0-% -
(»)-C-°-£a(^)tT3d£ - (^)0T%(,)T-f249 - (l)0-t'Ed(l)0-:'2d9 -
- (,)0'0'%d(%)t't'Zd% - (,)t'°'Ed(qy['t'2a -
(%)0't'Ed(%)t't'3dE - (%)t-:'3d(%)°'3'Zd3 - (l)%'^'2d(l)t'2'td -
(%)0'0'%d(,)0'Z'3d8 - (^)f0-%(ï)0-2'S - (^)°"^'%(^)°'^"^d9 -
(,)t't':d(i)0'3'2d% - (%)0'2':d(qyt':'td3 - (I)0'0'%d(%)t'3-:d8 -
(i)t'0'Ed(,)t':'td9 - (i)0't'Ed(%)t'2'Td9 - (%y:'t'3d(%)t'z'Td% -
(,)0':':d(,)rB'T% - (,)°-t1d£ - -
- (qjO't'Eds + + (1)°':':*% 4. = 
((5.)°'°'''d«, + (ijt'O'^dE + (qjO't'EdS + 
+ (%)0'3'2az + (q.)T^2'T:d)((»)0't'Ed + (ï)^'^"=d + 
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6o 
" ^2.1.1^"^^ • - 22.1.1(^)93,0.1/^) 
- 4P2.l.l(t)P4.o.o(t) - SPg.o.ift) ' P3.i.o(t) 
- ^ P3.1.o(t)P4.o.o(t) ' 
= ^ 1.2.l(t) + I'3.0.l(^) ' (4.24) 
^^6.0.2(t) = Pl.2.l(t) + 92.1.l(t) + Ps.O.l/t) . 
" 2l.2.l(t) • %1.2.l(t) ^s.l.l/tïSg.l.l/t) + 23.0.1(^)93.o.l/t) 
" ^ Pl.2.1(^)^2,- 2Pi 2.1/^)23,- 2P2,i,i(t)P2,o,i(t). 
(4.25) 
The calculation of M^Q ^ 1 siid. M]_ Q l follow on similar lines. 
D. Derivation of the Probabilities in "which the 
Reduction in Susceptibles Occurs only in One 
Kind 
Though we had obtained solutions to a difference differential equation 
using discrete units of time after expressing it merely as a difference 
equation, we note that even in the simple case i.e., for small values of 
n^ and n^ the expression for the probabilities are not very simple. 
We may sometimes, be interested in knowing the general expression of 
Pa+j.n^.ng./'') mese 
expressions are not easy to obtain. However, some of them can be 
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obtained and we shall try and solve for those expressions only. In order 
to obtain these, let us study the original difference differential equation 
connecting the infectives and the susceptibles of the 1st and 2nd kind. 
For the most general case we had 
a < i < n ^  +  n 2  +  a  0  <  J <  an d  0  <  k  <  n^  .  (4 . 2 6 )  
Let us put i = a+1, j = n^ and k = n^-l in which case our equation 
is: 
The solution to this equation is: 
an 
+ Exp - a[<p]^4-ng]T} . (4.27) 
Similarly, the solution for i = a+ 2, j=n^ and k = n^ - 2 , is 
^ Exp - (a+2)[n^<p{-ng-2]T Exp - (a+l) [ny^pt-ng-l]? 
2'a+2.n^.n2-2(^) ~ ((pn^+n^-a-S){(pa^ +n^ -a.-z)~ (çn^+n^-a-S)(cpn^+ng-a-l) 
+ — 
Exp - a[(pn.+n ]T 
2 : (<pn^+ng-a-l)((pi^+ng-a-2)^ a(a+l)n2(n2-l) . (4.28) 
This suggests that in general for j < n^ 
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j (-l)^(N-2r)(^)Exp - (a+j)[<pi 4-n -j)T 
( J ) 2 22 X c 
%a+j.n .n ) r=o (lT-r)(N-r-l)... (N-r-j) 
(4.29) 
where = a(a+l)... (a+j-l) and E = (/yi^ + n^ - a . This we shall now 
prove as a theorem. 
Theorem; For all j < Hg 
^ (-l)^(N-2r)(^)E%p - (a+j)[n^<pt-ng-j]T 
^a+j.n^.n^-j ^ ^ r=o (N-r) (IJ-r-l)... (N-r-j ) 
where a^^) and H are as stated above. 
Proof; We have proved earlier that it is true for 0=1 
and 2. 
Let us now assume its true for j = k and prove that it is also for 
j = k + 1. 
For j = k we have that 
(k) ^2 ^ (-l)^(N-2r)(^)Exp - (a+k)(n^(pt-ng-k)T 
^a+k.n^.n^-k^''*^ ^ ^k ^ r=o (E-r ) (N-r-1)... (W-r-k) * 
(4.30) 
Our basic equation for j = k + 1 is 
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Hence 
Vk-H-iL.n^ -(a+k+l)((/E^+n2-k-l)TtA + (a+k)(n2-k) 
•.rVk.ii^ .n2-k<'^ '®=®Ka+k+l)(pi^ +n2-k-l)T]dT}. (4.31) 
where A is a constant. Let us write n = <pn^ + n^ 
^a+k+1 n^.n = Exp - (a+k+1)[n-k-1]t{a + (a+k)(n^-k) 
'Tl'a+k.n^.n2_k('r) ' Exp(a+k+l)(ii_k_l)TdT] 
= Exp -(a+k+1)(n-k-1 )t[a + (a+k)(ng-k)j'a^^^(^^) 
k (-l)^(^)(K-2r)Exp-(a+r)(n-r)T . Exp(a+k+1)(n-k-1)T 
Z E dT} 
(N-r)...(]J-r-k) 
= Exp -(a+k+1)(n-k-1 )T{A + (j^^)a^^^(a+k)(n^-k) 
k (-l)^(^)(K-2r) 
rEo (M-r).!'.(N-r-k) Exp(N-k_l-r)(k+l-r)TdT] 
= Exp -(a+k+1)(n-k-l)T{A + a^^^(a+k)(^^)(n^-k) 
k (-l)^(^)(N-2r) Exp(K-k-l-r) (k+l-r) T 
r5o (if-r)... (N-r-k) (N-k-l-r) (k+l-r) ^ 
= Exp - (a+k+1) (n-k-l)T [A + . (^^^) 
k (-1)^(^*1) (N-2r)Exp (N-k-l-r) (k+l-r )T} 
E E : 
(N-r) (n-r-l)... '(N-r-k) (N-k-lr-r ) 




(N-r)... (n-r-k) (N-r-k-l) 
^-° (K-r)... (N-r-k) (îT-r-k-l) 
(.l)k+:^(N-2(k+l))(^+^) n 
• ^ *Vj-T ' ' (N-k-1)... (N-2k-l) (N-2k-2 ) ^ 
k+1 (-l)^(N-2r)(^^-^) 
Since S = 0 (Proved in the Appendix), 
(N-r)...(N-r-k-l) 
We have that 
. (j^^J)(-l)^'^^[lT-2(k+l)] 
A — : (4.33) 
(W-k-l)(N-k-2)...(N-2k-l)(N-2k-2) 
3 tN-2(k+l)] 
• a+k+1.n^.n -k-l(T) Exp -(a+k+1 )[n-k-l]T 
(N-k-1) (N-k-2)... (N-2k-l) (N-2k-2) 
fk+1^, ^ 2s ^ (-1) (N-2r)(^/) 
• + a (%,+! ) r?! Exp -(a+r)(n-r)T 
(N-r)...(N-k-l-r) 




Thus, we have proved that if it is true for j = k then it is true for 
3  =  k + 1 .  W e  k n o w  a l r e a d y  i t  i s  t r u e  j  =  1 ,  i t  i s  t r u e  j  =  2 ,  0 = 3  
and so on. 
Theorem; That for all j < n^ 
T R-I'» n 0 (-l)^(N-2r<p)d)Ejq)-(a+0)[<p(n.^-r)+n ]T 
P ^ -  4  _  ( T )  =  a P a l J J ( ^ 2 )  Z  — 
a+o.n^-j.n^ j r-o (ll-r<p)(N-r<p-<p)... (W-r(p-ô<p) 
(4.35) 
where N = n^<p + n^-a/p . 
Proof: Follows on the same lines as before. 
E. Both Infection and Removal 
Let and (as "before) be the rates of infection. Let y be ' 
the removal rate and initially the population is of size n^ + n^ + a , 
with a infectives, n^ and n^ susceptibles of the first and second kind, 
respectively. 
Let p. (t) be the probability of i infectives, s^ and s„ 
82^# 82 J- ^ 
susceptibles of the first and second kind respectively at time t. 
Let us consider the time interval (t,t+dt). We shall assume that in 
this interval there could have been a transition from the susceptible 
population to an infective or from the infective population to a removal, 
isolation or death. 
(i) The probability that one susceptible becomes infected is 
i(SiPi + Sgpg)dt + o(dt). 
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(il) The probability that more than one susceptible becomes infected 
is o(dt). 
(iii) The probability that one infective is removed, isolated or dead 
is iydt. 
(iv) The probability that more than one infective is removed, iso­
lated or dead is o(dt). 
The basic difference equation connecting the probabilities and the rates 
of infection and the removal is 
(It. 36) 
0 < s^ < n^,' 0 < Sg <ng and 0 < i < n^+n^ + a-s^-sg . 
Let dT = Ppdt , ^ and •^ = X . Then equation 4.36 reduces to 
i ± à Pg 
i-1. s^+1. Sg (T) + (Sg+L)p, 'i-1. s^^Sg+l^T)} 
- i{(ps^+sg4.x]p.^^ (T) + (i+l)KP, 
'1+1.61.32(7) ' (4-37) 
Consider 
(4.38) 
where |z] , jw] and |v| < 1 . 
Let us introduce 4.38 in 4.37; we then obtain 
(4.39) 
6? 
Wow equation 4.39 is a partial differential equation of the second 
order and is of the parabolic form. The equation is intractable as far as 
obtaining a solution is concerned. 
F. Derivation of the Moments of Equation 
with both Infection and Removal 
In order to obtain the moments, we differentiate the partial differen­
tial equation with respect to the dummy variables and set the values of 
these variables equal to one. Hence, differentiating equation 4.39 
with respect to z and putting z = w = v = 1, we obtain 
^ = <p(2z-w) + (p(z^-wz) _iJL_ + (2z-w) + (z^-zv) ^ 
BT.az - Bz.aw az.Bv 
+ \(l-z) - X , (4.40) 
which reduces to 
5W-i A 
3T " ^.1.0^''"^ ^1.0.l/^) " ^^l.o.o(^) ' (^'^1) 
Similarly differentiating equation 4.39 with respect to w and v , we 
obtain 
SM-o n 
ÔT " " ^1.0.l/^) * (^-^3) 
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Combining equations h.kl, k.hz and 4.43, we obtain 
Integration of h.kk with respect to T , yields 
In obtaining moments by this method one notes the differential equation 
connecting a lower order moment is always related to the higher order 
moments and according to Bailey (1957) these cannot be solved easily and 
even if solutions could be obtained, such solutions are not in a manage­
able form. 
G. The Probability of Having all the Infectives Removed 
Without Change in the Susceptible Population 
Our basic equation 4.37 is 
^i.s .s = (i-l){(s^+l)<^ 
" + (i+l)Xp, i+l.S^.SgCT) 
(t.tS) 
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Hence, we have equation ^ .46 as 
Pa ^  (T) = Exp - a{(p]^+ng+X}T . (^.^7) 
For i = a - 1 
- + a\p^ . (1..M) 
Since P^ .2.^^.j,.^„^(T) and dees not exist, i. e. their 
value is 0, the equation reduces to 
Pl-l-ni-ngfT) + (a-l)[,«]^+ng4.xb^_^_^_^^(T) = aMbcp - aC^+n^+lk 
-a{(jaa^+n2+\}T 
^a-l.n^.n = ^  " (a-l)[^^+n2+X]T{c + j aXe 
(a-l)C<pn^+n2+X}T 
X e dr} 
-((pa,+n +X)T 
= Exp -(a-l[<pry+ng+X]T[c + a\ J e dr] 
= %p -(a-l)[(fK^+n2+X]T{c - ^ ^+5^ = } 
sA 
"Where C is a constant. By initial conditions 0 = 0 ——r- and thus (^H-n^+A 
Pa-l.n^.ng(^) - " (a-l)[#y^+ng+\]T - Bcp - aC^+ng+XDr} . 
(4.49) 
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Proceeding as before for i = a-2 , we obtain 
P. c _ _ (T) = [&,. Exp -(a-2)T - Exp -(a-l)T + I, Exp -aT] 
a-Z.ni.n^ ((^+ng+X)2 2. 2. 
where T = {(pa^n^+\)T . For i = a-3, we have 
P_ o n n (?) = a(a-l)(a-2)k^ #, Exp -(a-3)T - i Exp -(a-2)T 
a-j.n^.ng («pn^+n^+X)^ 2. 
+ -g, Exp -(a-l)T - Exp -aT] . (4.50) 
From these it follows that in general for i = a-j , where j < a , we 
will have 
^ 
This is our conjecture and we will prove it as a Theorem. 
Theorem; For all j < a 
Proof; By induction, we know it is true for j = 1, 2 and 3. 
Let us assume it is true for j = m , i.e., 
For j = m + 1 the basic equation is 
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+ (a-m)te^_„_^_„^(T) . 
Hence 
^a-(iiH-l) n^.n ^ -(a-(mfl))((pn^4-ng+X)T[con8tant + (a-m)X 
r Pa m r, n (T) E3iï)[a-(nn-l)]TdT} 
•I a-m. n^. n^ 




m / - \r 
•=o (m-r) in -(a-m+r)T. } Exp[a-(iiH-l)]Td!r 
where D is a constant. 
.P_ \"^'^^(a-m) m / 
%P -[a-(m+l)]T{D + ^ %p -(r+l)TdT} 
((pi^.n^+X) 
P m / xr 
= B® -[a-(mH)]T{D + ^  -51 ! rSo (m-r)M 
(<^+ng+X) 
P -. X™"^ m / n\r 
= ESçp -[a-(nH)]T{D +  . z r; f ^  -(r+l)TdT} 
((fTï^+ng+X) ^ ' 
P _.X^^ m ( -vD-fl 
= E X P  . [ a . ( m H ) ] T [ D  +  r ? o  ( m l ^ ) ^  
P^T-X™^^ m / xr+1 
= Kxp .[a.(*l)l]{D + ,.*1 & (m:;) (r+l): %" 
(cpn^+ng+X) 
At T = 0 , we have 
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0 ,n . 1 
= fD + a^m+l-'^ 2 (im.l)X-lf+\ 
((pn^+ng+XR\m.l)j ^ =° 
P _ m+1 -
0 = (i-ir^= 1 - (-^1) + (*;i) +... + (.ir^(%i) 




'a-(»l).»,.n,'^' = (l&T ^  
m / n\r+l ( 1) 
+ rîo (m.r)'W)' -(a-»r)T3 
f-iyr 
& Ti^  ^  • 
ThuS; if it is true for j = m, then it is true for j = BH-I. We have 
proved it true for j = 3 ; hence, it is true for j = 4 and so on. 
The purpose of the above is to obtain the probabilities with which 
the epidemic will not start. The two situations that one could think of 
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are the following. 
(i) The initial conditions of the epidonic remain the same as 
T —• m . In other words we want to find out the probability 
of having a infectives and n^ and n^ susceptibles of the 
first and second kind as T —>• . 
(ii) The ntanber of infectives in the population reduce to zero with 
T CO and the number of susceptibles remains the same as at 
T = 0 . 
a) The probability for the first situation is 
• Po V. T, (T) = Lt. Exp - a{<PX,+n +\}T = 0 . 0^ a.ni.n^ ^ j. d Now Lt T -*• 
The implications of the above are that situation i will not prevail. In 
other words the probability that changes would have occurred in both the 
susceptible and infective population tends to one with T . Thus, 
given the initial situation of having a infectives and a total of n 
susceptibles we could claim that either an epidemic would start as time 
progresses or that all the infectives would be isolated or removed. 
b) We have that 
7h 
J . / \ _ X 1 X / X \8, 
T ->«> {(FXI^ +N^ +X)^  (TPN^ +NG+X)®- «P^ I+NG+X 
This is a number lying between 0 and 1 unless "K = 0 , and a = 0 . 
\ is always greater than 0 and a > 1 . 
Let us consider the value of for different values of 
n^, ng, a and X . 
Case (i) : If a is very large and then, if n^ and n^ are 
relatively small, (^J~+n*+X^^ very small and can be neglected, implying 
that the event that the epidemic does not start is highly in^robable. • In 
other words the infectives alone will not all be isolated, removed or dead 
without a change in the susceptible population. 
Case (ii) ; If either or or both are very large and 'a' 
happens to be small, then approximately zero which in 
turn implies that in the long run the infective population would have in­
creased before they are all isolated or removed. 
Case (iii) : If X = ^  (where y is the removal rate and p 
Pg ^ 
is the rate of infection for the second group) is very large and n^ , n^ 
and 'a' is small, then Lt. p (?) is not negligible, impl^ng 
T 1* 2 
that it is possible to have all the infectives isolated and removed 
before the infection spreads to the susceptible population. 
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V. IMMIGRATIOIT OF BOTH SUSCEPTIBLES AND INFECTIVES 
A. Deterministic Model 
Let x^(t) and XgCt) be the members of susceptibles of 
the first and second kinds, respectively. Let y(t) be the number of 
infectives at time t . We shall asstmie that , ol^  , a.^  , \i and 
p are functions of t , where and are the rates at which immigra­
tion of the susceptibles of the two kinds is taking place, [i is the rate 
of immigration of infectives into the population, and are respect­
ively the rates at which susceptibles of the first and second kinds become 
infected and p is the removal rate for infectives. 
The deterministic differential equations are as follows: 
^ = Xl - OL^ Y (5.1) 
dt ^2 " ^ 2^2^ (5.2) 
(5.3) 




BgCt) = .f^p(w)dw 
o 
and y(0) = a . Hence., substituting 5.4 into 5.1, we have 
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i.e. dx, -B (t) t pi (u) 
^ + Q^(t)[e [a + J wiwOe du}]x^ = 
Let c^(u) = j\^(w)y(w)dw 
-Ci(t) ^ c^(u) 
x^(t) = e \^(u)e du} (5.5) 
o 
and similarly 
-Cgft) ^ Cgfu) 
XgCt) = e [Hg + J" <3-^} (5.6) 
o 
u 
"Where Cg(u) = J ci:g(w)y(w)dw . 
o 
The value of x(t), the total mmber of susceptibles, can now be calcu­
lated because 
x^(t) + XgOt) = x(t) . (5.7) 
Now suppose 0^ , cHg , , Xg , ji and p are independent of t . Then 
y(t) = e'^^{c + J M- e^^dt] (5.8) 
•where C is a constant. At t=0 ^ C = a-n/p . 
Hence, y(t) = e"^^{a + ^  (e^^ - l)} , and we have 
dx 
ÏT = Y " h - + I 
Hence 
x^(t) = Exp - f Q^{e"^^Ca + | (e^^-l)]}dt . 
X {D + J [Exp + | (e^t-l)]]dt]dt 
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where D is a constant to be determined by initial conditions. 
1 P P 
X .r B^{(- ^  ^ t3dt: . 
Let z = e _ a-Pt 
a^a 0: p. CL\I 
XL (t) = E%p[—T— - )z + log z] 
^ f - [a, z]dz] 
^ P %-pt ^ 
We obtain the limits as T -•OO 
y(4 = n/P 
X p 
and hence 
x(oo) = p/(j, + —2 . 
n. °2 
1. Special cases 
(a) Immigration of infectives only; Our equations will be 
dx^ 
dT = - W 
^2 
at- = - GeXgy 
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dy 
ât = - py 
where the initial conditions are as before. Let us further assume that 
, «2 , p and n are functions of t . 
t B (u) 
y(t) = ExpC- BQ(t)][a + J i-L(ti)e du} (5.13) 
o 
where 
B (t) = p(u)du 
t -B (w) w B (u) 
x^(t) = A Exp[- f (X^{-w)e ° {a + f ^(u)e ° du}dw] ($.14) 
o o 
where A is constant determined by initial conditions. Similarly 
t -B (w) w B (u) 
XgCt) = B Exp[- J «2(^ )6 {a + J n(u)e du}dw] (5.15) 
where B is a constant. 
The value of x(t) is given by x^(t) + x^Ct) • Now suppose 0^ , 
ttg , p. and p are independent of t's. Then 5.13^ 5.1^ and 5.15 reduces 
to 
y(t) = e"^^{a + n/p(e^^-l)} 
Xj^(t) = n^ExpCo^ — {e"^^-l} - t] (5.16) 
and 
XgCt) = ngExpCog {e-^-l} - ^  t] . (5.17) 
Now 
tLm^Xi(t) = 0 = ^Lm^X2(t) 
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The preceding limits could also the obtained by setting = Xg = 0 
as in equations $.11 and 5.12. Hence, the total number of susceptibles 
tends to zero as t tends to infinity. 
The implications of the above are that the epidemic will terminate 
with all the susceptibles becoming infected and that the number of infec­
tives tends toward a value proportional to the rate of immigration of in­
fectives and inversly proportional to the rate at -which infectives are 
removed by recovery or death. 
(b) Immigration of more susceptibles only; The solution for this 
case is obtained by setting ^ = 0 in equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Thus, 
y(t) = ae , 
where 
t Bo(t) = J p(u)du 
o 
and 
t -B (u) t u -B (w) 
x^(t) = Exp - a f Q^(u)e du{M + f X^(u)[Exp a J o^(w)e dw]du} 
o o o 
(5.17) 
and 
t -B (u) t u -B (w) 
XgCt) = Exp - a J ag(u)e ° du{E + f Xg(u)[Exp a J ag(w)e ° dw]du] 
o o o 
(5.18) 
where M and K are constants to be determined with initial conditions. 
In the case where the parameters are independent of t , we have 
y(t) = ae~^^ 
aoL (e"^ -^l) t acL (e"^ -^l) 
x^ (t) = Exp {n^  + J" ?ij_Exp[ ]dw} (5.19) 
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aa (e"^^-l) t aa (e"^^-l) 
XgCt) = Eixp kg + f XgExpC g ]dw} . (5.20) 
As t -»oo 
y(t) ->-0 , x^(t) and x^Ct) -».= . 
This implies that the susceptible population grows very large in time and 
also the infectives wiU all be isolated or removed and hence as a natural 
consequence the epidemic will terminate with the removal, isolation or 
death of infectives. 
B. An Approximate Solution of the General Problem 
by Another Approach 
Let p. . , (t) be the probability that there are i infectives and 
j and k susceptibles of the 1st and 2nd kinds at time t . 
Let and be the rates of immigration of susceptibles into the 
1st and 2nd groups, respectively. 
Let and be the rates of infection of the two groups and let jj. 
and p be immigration and removal rates of the infectives, respectively. 
We shall assume further that these parameters are independent of t . 
The types of transition could be expressed as follows. 
P{(x^,x2,y) (x^+l,xg,y)] = X^ôt + o(ôt) 
I'{(Xl,X2,y) (x^,xg+l,y)] = Xgôt + o(5t) 
P[(x^;Xg,y) —».(x^,xg,y+l)] = ^ôt + o(ôt) 
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P((x^,xg,y) —>-(x^-l,X2,y+l)} = Q^x^yôt + o(ôt) 
P{(x^,xg,y) ->(x^,x2-l,y+l)} = a^x^ySt + o(ôt) 
P{(xi,X2,y) ->.(x^,xg,y-l)] = pyôt + o(ôt) . 
Let us consider the interval (t,t+ôt); we shall assume that the prob­
ability of two or more transitions is o(dt).- Then by the above, we have 
2i.j.k(t+Gt) = [l-(\]^+ X2+ \i + Q^ij + (%gik + E&)6t]pu j^%,(t) 
+ p(i+l)Pi+i j %Xt)6t + o(ôt) . 
Thus, the differential-difference equation is 
+ (l-l){Q^(j+l)p _^^ ^^ ._l^ ^^j^(t) + Q!2(k+l)Pj^_^ j 
+ - (A^+%2 + H+ a^±3 + «gik + 
(5.21) 
Let us introduce the generating function 
ît(z,w,v,t) = (5.22) 
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where j  z  j  ,  jw j  ,  J v j  < 1 . It then follows from equation 5.21 that 
- + Xg + w)it - 0^» - "2" - 9* §Ê 
= )^(w-l)^ + Xgfv-l)* + n(z-l)« + OgCz^-zv) 
+ P(l-z) § • (5.23) 
Bharucha-Reid (i960) claims that the solution to the special case of 
equation 5.23 in which the population has only one group of susceptibles 
is itself very conrplicated. He refers to the work of Bartlett (I956) who 
used deterministic models as an approximation to the stochastic model. 
Our model, which is very general, reduces to the model with one kind 
of susceptible studied by Bartlett (195^) if we let = (p , Xg = 0 and 
= a , ccg = 0 and ^ = 0 . Our equation 5.23 is then 
II = a(z2-zw) + p(l-z) 1^ + <p(w-l):t . (5.24) 
It is to this equation 5.24 that Bartlett has obtained an approximate 
deterministic (nonrandom) solution. We shall now try and obtain an 
analogous" solution to our equation 5•23. Let 
a(z,w,v:t) = M(e,.<a^;t) = E[e^^'*'^1^^2'^] (5.25) 
where 0 = log z , <p = log w , and 0 = log v . 
II = aj_(e®-'^-l) ^ 1^ + Q!g(eG"^-l) + p(e-8_l) || + \(e<P-l)M 
+ \2(e^-l)M + n(e®-l)M . (5.26) 
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Let us for convenience •write \^ = = iq . i.e., the rate of immigra­
tion into the two groups is the same. This does not basically violate our 
assumptions as one could usually envisage a disease in which the males are 
more susceptible and consider rates of immigration of susceptible males 
and females as being equal. 
y *1 ^2 
Let us change the variables y , x, and XL to y , rr- and — where JL c 'ly Ju n 
t 9 , m = — , and n = — . The equation 5-26 reduces to 
P 0=1 0=2 
+ + (e'^/^-l)]M' + H [e^Z-^-llM' (5.27) 
where M' is the new moment generating function, that is 
E[e^  . M'[| , 2 , ^ , t] . (5.28) 
For t , m , and n large and ^ small the first order approximation is 
In general g can be ignored because migration of new infectives into the p 
population is very rare and the rate of removal or isolation is fairly 
large. 
The solution to equation 5-29 is 
M' = Exp[8Y + <P\+ #2] (5.30) 
and where by matching coefficients of like powers of the dummy variables 
on the two sides 
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I § . Y(X^ + Xg - 1) 
1 ^  X 
and 
• (5.31) 
The equations 5-30 and 5-31 represent a deterministic solution. Further 
development of equations 5-31 and their solutions are shown below. 
The equilibrium values of Y ; , and Xg in the system of equations 
5.31 are obviously 2, -g and -g , respectively, on their new scale. 
To understand what these new values are let us rewrite the system of 
equations 5-31 in terms of the original variables , Xg. and y . 
The equations 5.31 reduce to 




- = n - a^x^y (5.32) 
"^2 
d r  =  ^ - W  • 
The stationary solution to these equations are y = > x^ = ^ — and 
p X 2CL 
6 Xg = . In order for these solutions to be conrpatible with the solu­
tions 5*10, 5.11, and 5.12, we require that 
2TI = H . 
The last two equations of the system 5.32 correspond with the equations 
5.1 and 5.2 when = Xg = ^ which was an assumption that we made. 
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We justify the first equation of the system 5-32 as follows. 
^ = rate of increase in infectives = rate of decrease of 
susceptibles - rate of removal of infectives + rate of 
immigration of infectives = o^X^y + cUgX^y - St) - py + li 
= n - Py . 
This implies equation 5.3, when ^  ^ = 0, i.e. when there is 
equilibrium. 
To investigate small oscillations about the stationary values 2.,  ^
and -g- let us put 
Y = 2 4 u , X ^  =  - ^ + v  a n d  X g  =  • !  +  w  .  
Equations 5.31 will be 
i ^  = 2(v+w) + uv + uw 
p do 
i  ^  -  5  ^  
The cross-product terms uv and uw are neglected for an appropriate 
choice of time origin and the equations reduce to 
I i -















' ^  




We let a = — and b = - and in order to solve the linear system. 
HL XX 
of differential equation, let us find the characteristic equation. This 
equation is 
or 
\(\+a)(X+b) + ^  (X+b) + (\+a) = 0 
(5.35) 
Since a and b are positive, equation 5.35 does not have any positive 
roots. This can . be verified easily. Let us make the transformation 
X = - X . Hence, 
or 
x(a-x)(b-x) - ^  (b-x) - •jj- (a-x) = 0 
- x®(aH.b) f .0 (5.36) 
Equation 5.36 has all, positive roots. Let us try to determine these roots. 
We note that at least one root lies between the values x = a and x = b . 
Let us at this point recall the values of a and b . 
a = n p p 
5 
P ' P 
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Now suppose a + b = 1 , i.e. The sum of the rates of infection is equal 
to the square of the removal rate divided by the rate of immigration. 
Then x = •§• or X = - ^  is a root of the equation 5.36. 
Then the other roots of the equation are the solutions of the quad­
ratic equation 
- § X + ab = 0 . (5.37) 
The solutions to the equation 5.37 are 
^ i -l6ab. . (5.38) 
Let us study the discriminant 1 - l6ab . The three cases are 
(i) 1 - l6ab > 0 
(ii) 1 - l6ab = 0 
(iii) 1 - l6ab < 0 . 
Case i. implies three distinct values for x. The case of having x 
as a solution to 5.38 is impossible. Such a solution would lead to the 
assumption that ab = 0 which is absurd as both a and b are positive 
quantities. 
Case ii leads to the three roots of 5.37, which are ^  ^ and 
The values of a and b are 
1 + A/â/î 1T VST®' 
—2— —2— ' 
respectively. 
Case iii leads to three distinct roots of x of which two are 
complex. The real root is of course equal to' . 
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The corresponding \ values for the three cases are: 
Case (i): = -c and = -d 
Case (ii): = 
Case "(iii): X^^ = --g- , Xg = 
"i ; and S = 
and Xg = Zr 
•where = a' + ib' and Zg = a' - ib' . 
In order to solve the system of linear differential equations for the 
case where the roots are distinct and real, we need to obtain a matrix T 
such that T""^AT = D where D is a diagonal matrix. Our matrix 







The elements of the matrix T should satisfy the following equations 
and 
^21 S± " Yli 
Î " ^"^21 = ^i^2i 
¥ \i - ttgi = ^1^31 i = 1,2,3 









a 2 a 3 
¥ (c-a) ¥ (d-a) 
b "^2 
ï (c-b) 
b _ 3 
Î Td^_ 
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and + ^2 + =3 = u, 0 
a r 
Ï •" = "o 
b r ^1 . ^2 ^3 n 
¥ ^ TFbj + "(SIF) + -^-1 = ^ 0 
where Uq , and Wq are initial conditions. Hence, the solutions of 
u , V , and w are 
u = a^e ^  + a„e + a^e"^^ 
"2^ '-3 
-CT 
V . , ^2 -dT 
^('2~S') 4(c-a) 4(d-à) 
w = 
a^he -IT agbe"^''' a^he"'^''" 
4(#-b) 4(c-b) 4(d-b) (5.39) 
For Case (ii) ; We had only two distinct eigen-values and they are 
and Xg = --ç . 





and Tg = 2 a 
rTFST 
a 2 b 
where and a^ are arbitrary. 










-1/ Let U = $V so that V = § (A 5 - §')V 
v = 









In the scalar notation we have 
= (i-b)v^ + Vg 
and 
, 0» \ 
"^ 2 =? V "^^ 2 
V. = _ %) e^v, 
3 . ="2 
So that once v^ and v^ have been obtained from the first two equations, 
v^ can be found by integration. 
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We find that 
We compute 
. 
= - 4ce ^  
Vg = /\/3 ce"^ 
cMiXzal, 
3 ag 
•-4c" "(V3 -1)5 
^2 
= V3ÏÏ e"^ + - c/2 re-^ 
-^3- . 0 _ 
2 +V3c 
^ 4 
•where c is arbitrary. It follows that the general solution can be put 















e"^ . (5.40) 
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For Case (iii) We had = -•§ and the other two eigen-values 
being complex; were denoted by and . In Case i, we had obtained th< 







Let the corresponding eigen-vectors, for the complex eigen^-values z_ and 
z T z T 
z„ be denoted by C and C . Then C e and C e are solutions 
to our equation given by 
U' = AU . 
Furthermore, we could write 
ZpT z T 
C e as C e 
^2 
because Zg is the complex conjugate of z^ 
Also 
ZnT §T 
C e = C e (cos T) + i sin TIT) 
"l \ 
Z T • §T 
C_ e = C_ e (cos - i sin -qT) 
Zi z^ 




=os ^  sin ,T] 
z 
— — i(C +C—) (C+C—) 
- C_e ) = ^ cos NT sin TIT] 
UgCT) = er^CHg.cos nT + G^, sin nT] 
U^CT) = er'^tCgiCOS nT - H^, sin pr] 
C +C- i(C -C-) 
°z' = —4^ 
Then the most general solution of U is 
U = R e + e^UgCT) + e^U^(T) (5.41) 
where the constants a^ , e^ and e^ are to be determined from initial 
conditions. 
We have demonstrated the solutions for the three cases in the partic-
Tolar example in which the sum of the rates of infection is equal to the 
square of the removal rate divided by the rate of immigration of suscepti­
bles in the population. Even in the most general situation the solutions 
would belong to the three cases discussed and would follow in a similar 
manner. All that has to be done is to solve the characteristic equation 
and proceed as before. The characteristic equation is 
x3 + x:(a+b) + \ • 
In order to solve this cubic equation, let Us write X = y - This 
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reduces the equation to 
+ 3Hy + G = 0 
where 
and 
G . L, (art)3 . ^ . 
The nature and solution of this cubic equation will depend upon the dis­
criminant G^ + The methods of obtaining the solutions are given in 
any standard text book on the theory of equations and will not be presented 
here. 
We note, however, that to complete our discussion we have to consider 
the special case in which the characteristic equation might have three 
equal roots. Let us assume that \ = -d where -d is the only root. In 
order that this satisfy equation 5.35 "we require that 
(i) Sd. = a + b 
(il) 3d==21^ 
(iii) ^ -f-
From equations i, ii, and iii, it follows that 
8d2 - 12d + 3 = 0 . 
The solutions of this equation are 3 tj3 
If the values d- = ^ ^ and dg = 3 ~ were s\i)stituted into 
the equations i, ii, and iii, it turns out that d^ is an inconsistent 
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solution. Hence, d = ^ ^ is the solution to equation 5.35 if it is 
to have three equal roots. It may also be stated that in order for the 
characteristic equation 5.35 to have three equal roots, the sum of a + b 
must be equal to • 
In order to obtain the solution to the system of differential equa­
tions, we shall appeal to the theorem which states; 
"The syston 
X' = AX 
•where 
IA - \l | = 0 
having roots of multiplicities m^,mg,...,m^ , 
respectively, has a general solution of the form 
K . \T 
X = .Z, .Z, t e ^ C. . j=l 1=1 
Evidently m^ + m^ + ... + m^ = n and the sum consists of n linearly 
independent terms." (Hochstadt I963). 




= + CgTe"'^''" + (5.42) 
where C^, Cg and are 3x1 vectors which can be determined from the 
matrix A and the initia.! conditions. 
This completes the discussion of the solutions of the system of dif­
ferential equations and gives the possible forms of the non random solu­
tions to our model. 
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VI. THE SPREAD OF DISEASE THROUGH THE ROOTS 
OF TREES PLANTED ON A LATTICE 
A. Introduction 
So far we have studied the spread of a disease through the mixing of 
the susceptible and infected members of a population. The mingling can 
occur in many ways. For example, a child may contact a disease through an 
infected individual in school, and when diseased may in turn infect the 
rest of the family. Or we could visualize a disease that is spread by 
coughing when the infected person is travelling in a crowded train. 
By coughing, he expectorates droplets containing virulent bacteria and the 
resulting situation is likely to be disastrous. In all these examples, 
there is movement of both the infected and susceptible members of the 
population. 
We now consider situations in which the infected and the susceptible 
members of the population are stationary, but infection passes on from 
the infectives to the. susceptibles indirectly and as a natural consequence 
there is the spread of the disease. An example to illustrate this situa- . 
ation would be the spread of a disease in plants, through the roots or a 
soil inhibiting fungi or through insects or beetles or some other natural 
sources such as wind and rainfall, which carry the infection from plant to 
plant. These problems are of economic importance and we shall elaborate on 
them. 
Some examples of the diseases of plants which are spread by wind, 
rainfall and insects are the following. 
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1. Riytophthora palmivora of the Cocoa 
This causes Black Pod and could affect the pod, stem and leaves. It 
occurs in almost all the countries growing cpcoa and the loss due to this 
disease over a number of years amounts to many thousands of tons. The 
incidence of the disease varies with the rainfall, and with humidity and 
temperature, being on the whole higher in countries which have greater 
rainfall. 
The spores produced on the surface of the pod are spread by raindrops, 
insects and possibly by air currents. Rain falling on an infected pod 
will carry spores to healthy pods lower down the trunk, and neighboring 
pods may be infected. Many types of insects carry spores, spreading the 
disease from pod to pod and from tree to tree. 
2. Blister Blight of Tea (Exobasidium vexans) 
Eden (196O) claims that "this disease, by far the most dangerous 
pathological affliction of the tea crop is now endemic throughout the tea 
growing areas of Asia In the truly tropical areas of Southeast Asia 
it has, in the past ten years, reached endemic proportions How the 
fungus has been able to travel such long distances over both land and water 
remains an unsolved mystery, for the spores, though minute and easily wind 
borne are thin walled and very susceptible to destruction by both high 
light intensity and desiccation. ... The only reason why this disease has 
not completely crippled the tea industry, as Hemiliea vastatrix crippled 
and finally destroyed coffee production in Ceylon in the last quarter of 
the Nineteenth Century, is that only the younger leaves are infectible." 
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3. The rust diseases of the Coffee (Hemiliea leaf rust) 
It is by far, the most important, the most dangerous and the most 
feared coffee disease in the world. It is caused by Hemileia vastatrix. 
It seems to have been borne by air movement for hundreds of miles, perhaps 
over a thousand. Such long distance aerial transport of fungus spores and 
there microscopic particles is now well known. The loss due to this is of 
an enormous magnitude. Ceylon was the foremost coffee country of the 
world a century ago and in 1869, the leaf rust came to her shores and by 
1890, ninty percent of the area under coffee was abandoned. 
The following examples will show the spread of the disease throu^ 
the soil or through the root systems. 
Peace (1962) states that 
a) Pomes annosus "The fungus usually enters the tree by contact 
between the infected and healthy roots." 
b) Armillaria mellea "Is occasionally troublesome in the cultiva­
tion of cricket bat willows. If the willow is being replanted, infected 
stumps should be removed lest the fungus spreads from them to new trees." 
c) Rosellinia guercina "The cause of this disease, is a soil 
inhibiting fungus. The fungus certainly spreads over the surface and 
through the soil from plant to plant. The sclerotia can persist in the 
soil for several years. It has been suggested that on several occasions 
that the disease can be carried from place to place by acorns." 
d) Pomes lignosus "White root disease is by far the most inrpor-
tant and dangerous root disease of Hevea (Rubber). It grows through the 
soil only over a continuous surface such as those of boulders and dead 
roots; the fungus could obtain nourishment by infecting living roots. 
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Thotigh infected stimps and dead roots could be removed. Young (1952) has 
questioned the desirability of such a move as it does not prevent the 
colonization of the roots by Fomes lignosus, which can then spread to the 
planted crop. The food roots of a Rubber tree extended wel,l over twelve 
feet and no matter how much removal and burning that one may do to an in­
fected tree and its surroundings, the fungus generally spreads to other 
trees as well. 
We have listed only a few of the diseases and their mode of spread 
in plants. There are numerous other diseases and some perhaps of far 
greater magnitude than those that we have presented. It has been our 
purpose in this discourse to merely list some of them and perhaps indicate 
methods adopted to study such spread of the diseases. As pointed out 
earlier, the economic importance of these diseases are not to be under­
rated and there have been many attempts to study the cause, nature and 
extent of damages by such epidemic diseases. Most efforts in this direc­
tion have been by Plant Pathologists and Entomologists. However, recently 
mathematicians have dwelt on these problems purely from a mathematical 
standpoint and we give a brief account of their attempts in the next 
section. 
B. Review of Literature 
When a disease multiplies, it multiplies only from its primary source 
of infection. Gregory (19^5) analyzed the problem of multiple infections 
of the incidence of the disease at varying distances from the primary 
source of innociilum. The records that he could obtain merely indicated the 
100 
percentage of plants that were diseased but what he wanted was the avereige 
number of lesions per hundred plants. As an example one could consider a 
leaf spot disease in which records obtained merely stated that 30 percent 
of the plants were diseased. This would imply that 70 percent of them were 
not diseased and yet in regard to the diseased plants one can not tell the 
number of lesions per leaf per plant. But if we assume that the lesions 
are randomly distributed and that both lesions and host plants are nimerous, 
we can estimate the probable total number of lesions per hundred plants. 
Gregory (19^8) discussed the problem again and published a table of 
the multiple infection transformation, which transforms percentages into 
infections. The method proceeds as follows. Consider a systemic virus 
disease spread by an insect vector. Suppose there are 'n' plants and the 
virus is transmitted 'm' times. Let ^ = X . If the transmissions were 
ramdomly distributed and if m and n are large, then the probability of 
a plant being healthy is 
\ = - loggS . 
Since m and n are large the probability q that a plant is healthy is 
also the expected proportion of healthy plants and 
X = log3^ (6.2) 
where q = 1 - x , the proportion of healthy plants. When we plot log 
against time, we are in effect plotting \ , the average ntraiber of trans­
missions per plant against time. 
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The above vas presented to indicate some of the attempts made to 
study systemic disease in plants. Actually there is very little incentive 
to use stochastic models in the study of the epidemics of plant diseases. 
The reasons are of course that in medicine, stochastic models were needed 
to analyze data from small households. Such is not the case in plant 
pathology, because it is normally possible to collect information from 
fairly large samples. Also, with medical epidemiology, it is possible to 
classify individuals as susceptibles, infectives and dead or isolated 
whereas in plants, especially in plant pathology, •where local lesion 
diseases are very important, it is generally very difficult to break 
plants down into such distinct groups which in turn makes it hard to 
formulate stochastic models. 
However, this does not imply that stochastic models are not used in 
the study of diseases in plants. In fact, such models are useful in 
studying diseases of perennial crops, like Apples, Rubber, Cocoa and even 
of other crops such as Corn, Oats and Kice. Before we proceed any further 
let us justify the usefulness of stochastic models in some of the plant 
diseases. Consider as an example the spread of a root disease, say 'Fomes 
lignosus'. The spread, as we pointed out, is from tree to tree and it is 
generally possible to clearly identify the distinct groups such as suscept­
ibles, dead and infectives merely by the color of the leaves. Further, 
the plants are generally planted along the points of a lattice and one 
obtains comparatively small samples only. In such a situation we believe 
stochastic models would serve a much more useful purpose. We grant that 
in diseases which are air-borne such as Hemileia vastatrix such attempts 
would be futile and meaningless. 
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Studies have been made in this direction by Broadbent and Hammersley 
(1957)^ Cochran (1936), Finney (19^7), Krishna Iyer (19^8, 1950), Morgan 
and Welsh (1965), Sulthatme (19^9) and Todd (19^0). One of the early works 
is that of Cochran's (1936) paper. I believe, his was the first statistical 
attempt to study the propagation of plant diseases. The method proposed 
would be to examine every plant in a field or greenhouse for symptoms of 
a particular disease at certain time intervals. Thus, after each examina­
tion of a field, a map is prepared showing for each diseased plant in the 
field the earliest count at which the disease was noticed. The entire 
area is divided into H groups of n plants per group. It is assumed 
that every plant in the field has an equal chance p of being infected and 
hence the numbers of diseased plants per acre is binomially distributed. 
The expected number of areas with r diseased plants is 
r n-r 
N . a CrEfq"-' . (6,3) 
By counting the number of groups observed with r diseased plants, he 
uses a test to compare the observed with the expected. The test is 
r(n-r) 
where 
. Zr . ay 
r = 
N 
If n plants in a row have an equal chance of being infected, the dis­
tribution of groups of r diseased plants in a row is 
f „ „ = 2p^q + (n-r-l)p^q^ 1 < r < n - 1 
' r (6.5) 
= P r = n . 
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Todd (19^0) dealt viith the problem that arose in connection with the 
deaths of a nmiber of trees planted at the comers of a square lattice in 
a rectangular plantation. He was interested in finding out whether the 
deaths occurred independently or whether they occurred ' infectively' 
i.e. by being clumped together. "He called two contiguous points a 
doublet, three contiguous points a triplet. The forms of the doublets 
in a lattice would be as those given below 
: . . 
In an n x m lattice, there would be n(m-l) of the first, m(n-l) of the 
second, (n-1) (m-l) of the third and (m-l)(n-l) of the fourth forms, 
respectively. The total number of pairs of points in an n x m lattice is 
•g- inn(mn-l). Hence, the probability of a doublet 
p(a) = - 3(»^ n) + 2 _ (6.6) 
^ mn(mn-l) 
Suppose \i points are taken at random on the lattice, then they give 
•g- li(ia-l) pairs, so that the expected number of doublet pairs is 
d = i ia(ia-l)p(d) . (6.7) 
His tests are based on the assumption that d's follow approximately a bi­
nomial distribution. Finney (19^7) states that "tests based on binomial 
assumes that separate occurrences of these contiguous sets are independent, 
whereas even when the |a points are chosen entirely at random, the sets 
are not independent of one another, since a single clump may contribute a 
large number. " He points out that the expectation of squares of the numbers 
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may be much more than that of a binomial distribution. 
Krishna Iyer (1950) discussed the distributions from points on a 
lattice and obtained the first and second moments. As an application he 
suggested a test of-isignificance for the random distribution of diseased 
plants in a rectangular plantation. In order to do so he obtained the 
mean and standard deviation for the number of joins between adjacent 
diseased plants. By a join between healthy and diseased plant, he means 
the number of runs between healthy and diseased plants. As an example, let 
us consider the forty plants in a row, in which 'x' denotes a diseased and 
'0' a healthy plant, respectively. 
OOOOOxxOOOOOOxxxOOxOOOxOOOOxxOGOOxxOOGOG 
The number of joins between healthy and diseased plants in the above dis­
tribution is 12. Similarly he would obtain the number of joins between 
adjacent diseased plants. The test showed whether the distribution of the 
diseased plants could be taken to be random or not. Sukhatme (19^9) ob­
tained the expression for the mean and variance of the distribution of 
triplets when diagonals on the rectangle are both excluded and included and 
examines the relative efficiency of the tests, based on these. 
Harris (1963) claims in passing that such a theory in the study of 
the spread of infection among objects arranged in a lattice structure is 
known as percolation process and refers to the work of Broadbent and 
Hammersley. Harris further states that "the most important difference 
between such a spread and a branching process is that objects surrounding 
a newly infected object may already have been infected. Thus, the further 
spread of the infection depends on the past history of the infection...". 
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Broadbent and Hammersley (1957) have developed the theory of percolation 
processes and a disease infecting a community could be considered as 
being such a process. In general there are many physical phenomena in 
which a fluid spreads randomly through a medium. If the random mechanism 
is ascribed to the fluid, it is called a diffusion process and if the 
random mechanism is ascribed to the medium^ then such a process is known as 
a percolation process. As an example, consider the trees in a large plan­
tation which are to be planted at the intersections of a square lattice, 
and the spacing between nearest neighbors is to be determined so that if 
a single tree becomes infected, there is only a negligible probability of 
the disease spreading. 
Morgan and Welsh (1965) made a study of the rate at which infection 
travels through points of a lattice when the mechanism of a spread is a 
Poisson process. They compare the developed theory with the results ob­
tained by a simulated experiment. This is closely connected with the 
percolation theory of Broadbent and Hammersley. 
C, Simulated Studies on the Spread of Root Disease 
In the earlier works that we mentioned no attempts have been made 
to study the geographical spread of the disease in plants except that of 
Cochran (1936) in. which he notes the change of the states of every plant 
in the greenhouse or field. It is our purpose in this discourse to 
study. 
1. the pattern of infection at time t, 
2. the number infected at time t. 
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and 
3. to predict at some, futiire time T, what will be the ntmber of 
infected trees, given the pattern of spread at the present time. 
In order to do so, we first assume that the disease is spread throu^ 
the root systems of a diseased tree to its immediate nei^bors with some 
probability p^ and to its neighbors once removed with a smaller 
probability Pg . This assumption is not really hypothetical as in big 
plantations and orchards, the trees are planted fairly close together 
to give a higher stand per acre and as a natural consequence, the food 
roots of the nei^boring and also the next but one neighboring trees 
touch each other. In this manner it is possible to pass on the in­
fection from one tree to another. It is further assumed that even if the 
tree is dead and removed it would still be able to pass on the infection. 
As an example note the description of "Fomes lignosus". 
Let us assume that initially at t = 0 one tree is diseased eind 
the coordinates of this plant be (xQ,y^). Let us further suppose that in 
the time interval (0,t) there are n(t) trees infected. Let be the 
region of iimnediate nei^bors and Rg the region of the neighbors once 
removed. 
"T 
R, : Region of immediate neighbors 
J J. of diseased plant x. 
^ Rg : Region of neighbors once 
removed of diseased plant x. 
 ^ k 
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In the time interval (t, t+dt), there is one new plant which gets 
infected. Now this plant could be either in or Rg or both depending 
on what nearby infected plant one is looking at. Hence, we need, a formu­
lation which takes account the coordinates of the infected and susceptible 
plants. If one were to formulate such an equation for the relatively 
simple case of one rate of infection and the spread of infection to its 
immediate neighbors only, one would note this involves the coordinates of 
ei^t trees and there would be no known way of solving such an equation. 
It is with this in mind that we simulated, the spread of a disease 
on the IBM 3^0 computer. The results are given in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 
9. Our purpose was to obtain the pattern of spread and eventually 
estimate the number of trees that might be diseased at some future time 
T, given that we are aware of the nuaiber of diseased trees in time t , 
where t < T . 
The Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 indicate a very definite pattern of spread. 
The number infected increases rather slowly at first and then gathers 
greater momentum. Thus, the increase in the number of infected trees seems 
to be a function of the velocity of propogation of the disease. Common-
sense dictates that this should also be a function of the planting dis­
tances d^ and dg along the x and y axes, respectively. 
The mathematical formulation for the spread of infection (determin­
istic model) is as follows : 
(i) Let the velocity of the propogation of infection along either 
the X or the y axes be v . 
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(il) Let the rate of change of infection along the x and y 
axes "be inversly proportional to the square root of the 
planting distances d^ and d^ , respectively. 





The solutions to the system of equations 6.8 with initial conditions 
X = 0 and y = 0 when t = 0 are 
V , 
X = — t 
A 
y = — t . 
Hence, the final solution to the problem of geographical spread is 
= l . (6.9) 
2(1^) 
This is an equation of an ellipse having its center at (0,0) and major 
and minor axes of lengths vfa and^— vt , respectively. 
Now suppose d^ = dg = d , then the equation becomes 
xf + y2 = , (6.10) 
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which is the equation of a circle with center at (0,0) and radius 
R(t) = Tt,y^. 
The method of calculating the velocity of propogation of the disease 
is as follows. 
The area covered by a circle of radius R(t) is at R^(t) where 
R(t) = . Given the number of trees diseased at each stage as in 
Table 1, 2 and 3 is possible to calculate the value of v by claim­
ing that the area of the circle corresponds to the number of trees diseased 
in that time period. That is 
) (6.11) 
where k is a constant and n(t) the total trees diseased at stage t . 
Hence, v is proportional to as k , d , and 23t are constants. 
The values of v thus obtained are also presented in Table 1, 2 and 3. 
We note that as the number of stages increases, v the velocity of propo­
gation of the disease from the initial focus seems to change rather slowly. 
In fact its value will drop once the infection spreads to the boundary 
trees. This of course is a natural consequence due to the lack of a sus­
ceptible population. 
It is now possible to compute n(T) , the total number of trees 
diseased at some time T. In order to do so, we first find the value of 
V corresponding to the value T based on past data graphically and 
hence obtain the value of R(T). Thus, the area of the projected circle 
is 3rR^(T) and, therefore, the value n(T) < , 
d^ 
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The method indicated above is rather crude and one could conceive 
of other methods •which are much more efficient. One such method would 
be to count the number of lattice points within a circle of radius E , 
where R may or may not be an integer multiple of d the distance 
between two lattice points. 
Figure 6. The spread of root disease after twenty five stages #ien 
p^ = ,5 and Pg = .25 . Initial diseased tree coordinate 
i = 50, j = 50. 
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Figure 7. The spread of root disease after twenty five stages when 
p^ = .4 and p^ = .2 . Initial diseased tree coordinate 
I = 50, J = 50. 
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Figure 8. The spread of root disease after twenty five stages when 
= .333 and p^ = .111. Initial diseased tree coordinate 
I .50, J = 50 
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Figure 9. The spread of root disease after twenty five stages when 
p^ = .333 and Pg = .111. Initial diseased trees coordinates 
1 = 0, J = 0 
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Table 1. Spread of root disease after twenty-five stages 
PI = 0.333 P2 = 0.111 




0 Z 1 1 
1 A 5 6 2.4495 
2 B 22 28 2.6458 
3 C 37 65 2.6667 
4 D h6 111 2.6334 
5 E 6l 172 2.6229 
6 F 79 251 2.6405 
7 G 98 349 2.6688 
8 H 126 475 2.7243 
9 I 128 603 2.7285 
10 J 151 754 2.7459 
11 K l6l 915 2.7499 
12 L 183 1098 2.7613 
13 M 222 1320 2.7948 
14 IT 212 1532 2.7958 
15 0 2kk 1776 2.8095 
16 P 280 2056 2.8339 
17 Q 279 2335 2.8425 
18 R 307 2642 2.8556 
19 S 330 2972 2.8693 
20 T 359 3331 2.8857 
21 U 389 3720 2.9044 
22 V 412 4132 2.9218 
23 ¥ 406 4538 2.9289 
24 X 425 4963 2.9354 
25 Y 469 5432 2.9481 
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Table 2. Spread of root disease after twenty-five stages 
PI = 0.400 P2 = 0.200 





0 Z 1 1 
1 A 7 8 2.8284 
2 B 25 33 2.8723 
3 C 62 95 3.2489 
k D 77 172 3.2787 
5 E 99 271 3.2863 
6 P 131 402 3.3417 
7 G 154 556 3.3685 
8 H 173 729 3.3750 
9 I 208 937 3.4012 
10. J 228 1165 3.4132 
11 K 248 1413 3.4173 
12 L 292 1705 3.4410 
13 M 505 2010 3.4487 
14 IT 342 2352 3.4641 
15 0 373 2725 3.4801 
16 P 390 3115 3.4883 
17 Q 425 3540 3.4999 
18 R 438 3978 3.5040 
19 S 465 4443 3.5082 
20 T 513 4956 3.5199 
21 U 524 5480 3.5251 
22 V 554 6034 3.5308 
23. w 595 6629 3.5399 
2k X 617 7246 3.5468 
25 Y 634 7880 3.5508 
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Table 3. Spread of root disease after twenty five-stages 
El = 0.500 P2 = 0.250 




0 Z • 1 1 
1 A 8 9 3.0000 
2 B 30 39 3.1225 
3 C 53 92 3.1972 
h D 76 168 3.2413 
5 E 99 267 3.2680 
6 P l4o 407 3.3363 
7 G 158 565 3.3396 
8 H 183 748 3.4187 
9 I 218 966 3.4534 
10 J 2hi 1207 3.4742 
11 K 262 1469 3.4843 
12 L 302 1771 3.5069 
13 M 336 2107 3.5309 
14 W 346 2453 3.5377 
15 0 373 2826 3.5440 
l6 P 409 3235 3.5548 
17 Q 430 3665 3.5611 
18 R 453 4ll8 3.5651 
19 S 492 4610 3.5743 
20 T 543 5153 3.5892 
21 U 545 5698 3.5945 
22 V 583 6281 3.6024 
23 ¥ 605 6886 3.6079 
2k X 643 7529 3.6154 
25 Y 648 8177 3.6171 
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Table 4. Spread of root disease after twenty-five 
stages (Corner plot) 
PI = 0.333 P2 = 0.111 
, Diseased at _ , ^ , 
Stage Code ^ g^age diseased 
0 Z 1 1 
1 A 2 3 
2 B 4 7 
3 C 12 19 
k D 17 36 
5 E 27 63 
6 F 18 81 
7 G 21 102 
8 H 30 132 
9 I 31 163 
10 J 35 198 
11 K 4l 239 
12 L 45 284 
13 M 47 331 
14 IT 45 376 
15 0 67 443 
16 P 63 506 
17 Q 71 577 
18 R 79 656 
19 S 80 736 
20 T 95 831 
21 U 88 _ 919 
22 V 85 1004 
23 ¥ 93 1097 
24 X 101 1198 
25 Y 97 1295 
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VII. SUMMARY Am CONCLUSIOHS 
This dissertation has been concerned with the discussion and explor­
ation of some methods to study epidemics in which there are two kinds of 
susceptibles. In order to validate that such models are not merely some 
hypothetical situation, but in fact have direct bearing in the real world, 
we give examples of various communicable diseases in which it is possible 
and in fact necessary to consider different rates of infection in the sus­
ceptible population. The simple deterministic model has been studied at 
length and an approximate solution is obtained by solving a simple first 
order linear differential equation. The exact solution is obtained in 
the situation when the ratio of the rates of infection is equal to two. 
Bounds are obtained for the general situation and are presented for three 
distinct cases. The cases considered are (i) the number of susceptibles 
of the first kind is much larger than the number of susceptibles of the 
second kind, (ii) the susceptibles of the two kinds do not differ greatly 
in number, and (iii) the number of susceptibles of the second kind is 
much larger than the number of susceptibles of the first kind. Solution 
of the deterministic equation with removal or isolation of infectives is 
also presented. 
The stochastic model is considered for the two kinds of susceptibles. 
The equation to be solved is that of a linear partial- differential 
equation of the second order which is of the parabolic form and is 
intractable. Hence, ve are led to study the original difference-differ­
ential equation connecting the infectives and susceptibles. The solution 
for a population of size four is given when the time variable is discrete. 
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The moments calculated are very complicated and simple interpretations 
are not possible. Probabilities are calculated in which the reduction 
in susceptible population occurs only in one kind and two theorems are 
presented. Models involving both the rates of. infection and removal 
by death or isolation are considered next and general cases in which the 
infectives alone are reduced are considered. 
Immigration of both susceptibles and infectives into the popula­
tion is also considered. The stationary solutions are obtained in the 
deterministic case. Special cases in which there is immigration of 
susceptibles only and infectives only are presented. An approximate 
solution based on another approach is discussed. The procedure considers 
the stochastic model and approximates the true problem by a manageable one 
which yields a nonrandom solution. The solution obtained is equivalent to 
the stationary solution obtained earlier. Small deviations about these 
stationary values are considered and the general forms of the solutions 
of the deviations about these stationary values are presented. 
Diseases of epidemic proportions do not occur only in human beings 
and animals, but also in the plant world. General epidemic situations, 
in trees are discussed when infection is passed through the root system. 
A simulated study of the spread of a disease to its neighbors, immediate 
and once removed, with probabilities p^ and Pg is presented. The 
- spread of the disease has a definite geographical pattern. A simple 
mathematical relationship connecting the infected population with the 
planting distance and velocity of propagation of the disease is derived. 
If the distances along either axis are not equal, then the resulting 
geographical spread over time is elliptical and if the planting distances 
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are equal along the x and y axes, then the resiilting pattern is 
circular. A simple method of estimating the total number of trees 
diseased at some time T is also indicated. 
In the study of two kinds of susceptibles only the simplified models 
were considered and in many of these cases the formulations were gener­
ally instractable and even in the very simple cases, interpretations were 
not readily forthcoming. This clearly indicates that the methods of 
studying such models need revision. Can simulation answer some of these 
questions? It is yet to be seen. However, from past knowledge and 
present advances in computer techniques there is every reason to believe 
that a great deal can be learnt by simulation. Hence, future research 
should be directed in this area. Instead of developing mathematical 
formulations with very little biological motivation as has been the case 
in general, one should try to bring in as many of the biological input 
variables as needed and there should be a joint effort on the part of 
mathematicians and biologists. We believe the mathematician, the 
biologist, and the computer together will answer a wide variety of 
questions which have been hither to left unanswered. 
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X. APPENDIX A 
We shall now show that the partial differential equation 4.5 on page 47 
is of the parabolic foim. The equation is 
^ = z(z-w)(flrt + z(z-v)3r ÔT ^ z,w Z,T 
z(z-w)<ûit + z(z-v)rt - ir = 0 . 
^ z,w ^ ' Z,Y T 
The independent variables are T, Z, W, and v. Let A be the matrix of 




0 0 ^ (z-w)(p z(z-v) 2 2 A = 
0 z(z-w)<p 2 0 0 
0 z(z-v) 2 0 0 
The characteristic equation is 







|A - \l|= 0 —X 0 
0 z(z-v) 2 0 -X 
Hence + (2% w))2 1 ^z(z-v) 
The eigen-values are: 
\^ = 0 , Xg = 0 and Xg 
= 0 
)2] = 0 . 
Since some of the eigenvalues are zero the differential equation is 
parabolic. 
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Consider the linear second order partial differential equation 
^ Aô ax ax. " iSi^i âx7 ^  
-L 1 J 1 
whose coefficients a^^ , and c and whose right-hand side d are 
supposed to be ftinctions = of the independent variables x^,xg,... ;X^ only. 
If any of the eigen-values of the matrix c:f coefficients a. . vanish, we 
define 1 to be of the parabolic type. (Garabedian 1964) 
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XI. APPEÎIDIX B 




S T  = 0  
r=o r 
(-l)r(N_2r)(J) 
T = — 
(N-r)...(N-r-j) 
Proof: Form the sums 
8% ' 8, + + Il 
Sg - Si + Iz + T, + Il + Ig 













Hence, we conjecture that 
S = (-lf(j-l)(3-2) ... (j-r) 
^ r.'(N-r-l)(N-r-2) ... (E-r-j) 
To prove is actually as stated above. We know its true for r = 1,2. 
Let us assume its true for r = k and prove it true for r = k + 1. 
Consider 
q +T - (-1)^(3-1) (3-2)... (j-k) (-l)^''^(N-2k-2)(j+l) 
V "Ir-i-l 
k:(N-k-l)...(W-k-j) (N-k-l)...(M-j-k)(N-j-k-l) 
= (-1)^"^^ ^(j-l)(j-2)...(j-k)[(-l)(CT-j-l-k)(k +1) + j(N-2k-2)]j 
(k+l)J (N—k-l)(N-k-2)...(W-k-l-j) 
_ (-1) ^  (-(j-l). « » (j-k)[j-k-l)]i 
• (E-k-2)... (%-k-l-j) 
- \+l • 
Thus, we have proved that if it is true for r = k , then it is true for 
r = k + 1. We know it is true for r = 1 then it is true for the next 
higher value and po on, which proves our conjecture. 
We now write 
S„ = (-1)^ (n-l)(j-2)...(j-r) 
^r rj (W-r-1)(l-r-2)... (N-r-j) ' 
Put r = j , this gives 
^3 - - ° • 
